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Abstract
A literature review is provided concerning the subject of radiative heat transfer
interactions of real molecular gases with the additional modes of heat transfer,
conduction and convection, in laminar and turbulent flow in circular pipes. The
review is composed of four sections.
Section 1 provides basic heat transfer theory for laminar and turbulent flow in
circular pipes. The differential equations for conservation of mass, momentum, and
energy are briefly developed. Heat transfer solutions and techniques are discussed
for cases where radiative heat transfer is neglected.
Section 2 provides basic transport theory for radiative heat transfer in
participatory media. A macroscopic viewpoint is taken. Scattering is included for
completeness, but scattering phenomena are not discussed in the succeeding sections.
Section 3 discusses the microscopic approach to radiative interactions of real
molecular gases. Basic quantum-mechanical concepts are given. A review is also
provided of absorption-emission models and correlations.
Section k reviews 16 works on the subject of radiative interactions with
absorbing-emitting gases in laminar and turbulent flow in circular pipes. The first
work reviewed is that of T. H. Einstein in 1963. The last reviewed is that of Nakra
and Smith in 1977. A search through available literature did not reveal additional
works on this subject through 1982.
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Preface
The interaction of radiative heat transfer with the conductive and convective
heat transfer modes in absorbing and emitting media is an area of increasing interest.
Real world applications include the study of high temperature gases and plasmas in
such devices as nuclear fusion reactors, rocket combustion chambers, magneto-
hydrodynamic converters, and fluidized-bed combustion reactors. Optimizing
combustor design to improve thermal efficiency and to diminish pollutants requires
knowledge of the radiative "quenching" of the combustion chamber walls. The design
of ablative shielding for the re-entry of space vehicles into the earth's atmosphere
requires analysis of the radiative component of heat transfer.
This literature review concerns the radiative heat transfer interactions of real
molecular gases with the additional modes of heat transfer, conduction and
convection, in laminar and turbulent flow in circular pipes. The final Section 4 is a
review of literature in this area, while Sections 1, 2, and 3 concern, respectively,
heat transfer preliminaries, basic transport theory for radiative heat transfer, and
the absorption-emission of real molecular gases.
SECTION 1:
Basic Heat Transfer Considerations for
Laminar and Turbulent Flow in Circular Pipes
Nomenclature to Section 1
Cj coefficient of friction, same as Fanning friction factor, f
Cy specific heat at constant volume
C specific heat at constant pressure
D maximum inside diameter of circular pipe
f Fanning friction factor
Gz dimensionless Graetz number
k thermal conductivity
1 Prandtl's mixing length
Nu p. dimensionless convective Nusselt number for tube
Pr dimensionless Prandtl number
p pressure
a/"
convective heat flux vector
*D
q net radiative heat flux vector
qc
convective heat flux at wall
Q internal energy generation rate per unit volume
r radius
R maximum inside radius of circular pipe
R body force per unit volume in outward radial direction
Rep. dimensionless Reynolds number for tube
St dimensionless Stanton number
t time
T temperature
Tn bulk temperature
D
T temperature at wall
T. inlet temperature
V turbulent fluctuating component of temperature
u,v,w time-averaged velocities in x (and axial), y, and z directions,
respectively
u',v',w' turbulent fluctuations components of velocity in x, y, and z
directions, respectively
u , u time-averaged velocities in 9 (tangential) and radial directions,
respectively
u . , axial velocity at edge of laminar sub-layer
u mean axial velocity
U|n, . v maximum centerline velocity
dimensionless velocity, u/yx /p
V(x,y,z) velocity vector at point (x,y,z)
X body force per unit volume in x (and axial) direction
x axial direction
y inward radial displacement from pipe wall, R-r
i
y+ dimensionless distance, V]f\TpJv
a. molecular diffusivity of heat, k/pC
5 distance from wall to edge of laminar sub-layer
c eddy diffusivity of heat
jv eddy diffusivity of momentum
"6 body force per unit volume in 9 (tangential) direction
ic constant in equation (1.56)
u molecular viscosity
v molecular kinematic viscosity
P density
T
|j hydrodynamic stress tensor
T (r) shear stress at r
Tw shear stress at wall
JL viscous dissipation function
1.0 Introduction
This section introduces the basic equations and concepts of heat transfer for
flow in circular pipes. The governing differential equations for conservation of mass,
momentum, and energy are developed for a rectangular coordinate system then
expressed in the cylindrical coordinates appropriate to the pipe geometry. Velocity
profiles for both laminar and turbulent flow are given as are brief developments of
heat transfer solutions for both flow regimes.
The emphasis in Section 1 is on pure forced convection flow, and generally
follows the developments of references {hi] , Q.f] and [l.i] . The divergence of
the net radiative heat flux vector is included in the energy equations (1.24), (1.25),
and (1.26), but is not included in the subsequent discussions of this section since this
quantity and other radiative heat transfer considerations are developed in depth in
Section 2. The material of Section 1 is useful in reviewing the basic concepts of heat
transfer. Additionally, this section introduces the velocity distributions and the
turbulent heat transfer analogies that are used by authors reviewed in Section 4 to
effect solutions for problems where radiative heat transfer interactions are
important.
1.1 The Differential Equations for Conservation of Mass
Viewing Figure 1-1, the net efflux of mass may be related to the net accumula
tion of mass for an infinitesimal rectangular control volume with sides of length dx,
dy, and dz placed in a flow field at point (x, y, z). Since the change of mass due to
the presence of radiation is negligible, the law of conservation of mass requires that
the following be true:
OUTFLOW OF MASS - INFLOW OF MASS + ACCUMULATION OF MASS = 0 (1.1)
fv^v(fv)dy
fV 9.
Figure 1-1 Infinitesimal Rectangular Control Volume in Flow Field
Figure 1-2 Geometry Using Cylindrical Coordinates for Control Volume
in Flow Field
Expressed in terms of density, p, and the components u, v, w of the fluid velocity
vector V(x,y,z) in the x, y, and z directions, respectively, equation (1.1) becomes
+( ow + 73z(pw)dz)d/)idy_|"~|_ oudydz + pvd/xdz
-^pwdoLdv/] + fy^tdocdydz = 0 (L2)
which reduces to
= -divj^.Ylz) (L3)
which is known as the differential equation for conservation of mass. For an
incompressible fluid, equation (1.3) reduces further to
<l'-vVu.,.z) =
&+^+i&- = 0 (M,
Equations (1.3) and (1.4) may be transformed to a form appropriate to the
geometry of a circular pipe using cylindrical coordinates. Noting Figure 1-2 where
the x direction is along the cylinder axis and u, u ~ u are components of the velocity
vector V(x,9,r) in the x, 9, and r directions, respectively, equation (1.3) may be
expressed as
= -div ?vo,e,r)
(1-5)
Similarly, equation (1.4) is expressed in cylindrical coordinates as
3u^ j. LLc + _L ihQ + -L Q
dr r r BO do^ (1.6)
It is appropriate here to define the concept of fully developed flow for a
circular pipe. Such flow occurs at a finite distance from the pipe inlet when u and
uare both zero and the change of the axial component of velocity with x becomes
6
zero, that is,
& =
1.2 The Differential Equations for Conservation of Momentum
The development of the differential momentum equations for an infinitesimal
mass of fluid contained in a cube (see Figure 1-3) is based on Newton's second law
which states for a fixed mass system
(MASS OF THE SYSTEM) DV/Dt = NET FORCE ON MASS (1.8)
The DV/Dt quantity is the total derivative of the velocity vector V(t,x,y,z), a
function of time and space, taken as following the motion of the fluid, and is given as
ovM = ?&?![&? fc
The net force on the mass will be due to body forces caused by gravitational,
magnetic, or electrostatic force fields acting over the volume of the mass and by
surface forces acting upon the faces of the cube.
These surface forces may be expressed fqr a radiating fluid in terms of a
hydrodynamic stress tensor and a radiation stress tensor (the concept of radiation
pressure is developed in Section 2). The effects of the radiation stress tensor are
negligible for most engineering applications unless temperatures are extremely high
and fluid pressures very low, and, consequently, will be neglected here. (For
example, a gas exhibiting a radiation pressure of 0.01 atmosphere would require a
temperature of about 45,000 K [J.4J).
Equation (1.8) may be expressed in terms of three component equations in the x,
y, and z directions. With X, Y, and Z being the body force components in the x, y,
and z directions, respectively, and with the components of the hydrodynamic stress
jw4*dz
yz.Z. & Z
^z.
c^i%^
Ty2 t ^z dy
Y
^vy-^wdy
^<^dY
Figure 1-3 Stress Tensor Acting on the Faces of Infinitesimal Cube
of Mass
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tensor being expressed as tj: (where the first subscript indicates the face of the cube
where the stress is acting and the second indicates the direction of the stress), the
component equations are
x direction f = X +^ * ** + ^* <">
y direction P-j^ = V +- ^^y -+ 3 ^yy -+ ^) "Ez-y (1.11)ut-
_
doc ^y 3-z-
z direction p Dv - V 4. 3"E^z _,. 5jTvz -+ 5jVzz (1.12)
r D<- ^ 3/y. ^y 9z
Stokesian fluids exhibit stresses that are proportional to the rate of the change
of strain in the fluid. For such fluids, the above momentum equations may be
expressed in the form of the Navier-Stokes equations. Assuming constant values of
viscosity y and density p allows these equations to be reduced to the following:
x direction
Do _ "v 5_E . (2 u . d7U . <32U )
pDt -A-^^V^-a +-5p.
+
2^) 0.13)
y direction
z direction
fDt
" I T7 + /* i 3^t 4 ^ a z. * ; (1.14)
(1.15)for -A "at^^^ <^ diW
Equations (1.13), (1.14), and (1.15) may be transformed into cylindrical
coordinates resulting in the following:
x (axial) direction ^
pl^T
+ ur"Xr + r dG u 3z '
rdirection
^ +^ + *^ _ yj , * )
6direction
p( at
+ 0 dr
^
r ae r u a/X- /
, NJ /C6NTC) O/O \
11
=B-*fc +A&*j + &* -* z
+**#+** ?w (U8)
Here X, R, and 9 are the body forces per unit volume in the x, r, and 9 directions,
respectively. Additionally, for the case of fully developed, axi-symmetric (no
dependence on 9) flow, ur and uQ will both be zero, reducing equations (1.16), (1.17),
and (1.18) to, with body forces absent,
ft = if = o d.i9)
and
4^- - ,. ( d2u + A i^O (1.20)
1.3 The Differential Equations for Conservation of Energy
In a manner similar to the development of the mass and momentum equations, a
differential equation for the conservation of energy may be developed for an
infinitesimal rectangular control volume. The equation will reflect the following
requirement:
ENERGY RATE IN - ENERGY RATE OUT
= ENERGY ACCUMULATION RATE (1.21)
The energy flowing in and out of the control volume (which is placed in a flow field)
and accumulating in it is in the following forms: internal, kinetic, potential, and
pressure-volume energies; energy transferred by heat conduction and radiation; flow
energy dissipated by viscous action; and energy internally generated within the fluid
by chemical, nuclear, or electrical effects.
After considering a net balance of the above forms of energy according to
equation (1.21) for the infinitesimal control volume, the following differential
equation results:
?C& =-divc-divR+Q-PdivV+$ (122)
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Here q is the conductive heat flux vector given by Fourier's Law as
qc
= kgradT (1.23)
where k is the molecular conductivity of the medium. Q is the internal energy
generation rate per unit time. is the viscous dissipation function and q is the net
radiative heat flux vector (to be developed in Section 2).
For the perfect gas,equation (1.22) may be changed to the following form:
Considering steady flow at subsonic velocities allows the last two terms on the right
side of equation (1.24) to be neglected. Also assuming a constant value of
conductivity k allows (1.24) to be written for rectangular coordinates as
For steady fully developed flow in a circular pipe with all velocity components except
u along the pipe's axis being zero, equation (1.25) may be written in cylindrical
coordinates as
pC>(
U^)-K^3/*z
+ r dr{r ^r )
1.4 Laminar Flow in Circular Pipes
For the case of fully developed laminar flow in a circular pipe, equation (1.20)
may be used to develop the axial velocity profile u as a function of radius. With
pressure p depending only on axial distance x, and u only on r, (1.20) yields
dn-
(1.27)
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Integrating the above equation with dp/dx considered a constant for fully developed
flow and using the following boundary conditions
du/dr = 0 at r = 0
u = 0 at r = R
yields the following profile:
-dp/cU/ 2_ >
uCO - ^
IK r ) (L2g)
Evaluating the maximum velocity which occurs at r = 0 yields
_
-dp/dY R*
max 4-/X (1#29)
Substituting this relation into equation (1.28) yields
UCO = uJl-rVR!) (130)
With mean velocity u being defined for constant density as
Um 'v,x Jo '^ ' (1.31)
- 7tRx Q ZTtruCO^r
equation (1.30) may be expressed as
UCr) = Z um( I ~ r*/PA *)
(1.32)
1.5 The Friction Factor
Considering Figure 1-4 for steady fully developed flow through a horizontal
circular pipe (thus neglecting a pressure gradient due to gravitational force), a force
balance yields
--ZrdP - * d a* %, = o
(1.33)
14
I f \
i
p-fed* I> /
1 \ 1
?> /
l) \ FLOWJ 1 ' V-/
-Hd*h
Figure 1-4 Wall Shear Force and Pressure Force Balance
X
pipe. ctNTE.e- i_iut
PROFILE. OF hEAN
CT I ^E- " AM fcJAC/.>)
Figure 1-5 Geometry for Flow in Pipe
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or
^
-D dp
tw ~ M- d* (1.34)
where tw is the wall shear stress at r = R and dp/dx is due solely to friction. For
intermediate values of r, a similar analysis will yield the following linear relationship
for i(r):
ten = ktw a.35)
valid for fully develped laminar or turbulent flow. Additionally, a dimensionless wall
shear stress may be defined, known as the coefficient of friction C, or the Fanning
friction factor f, as follows:
The wall shear stress is also given by the following Stokes relation:
= Tl^u/^r) (1.37)
r=R
Evaluating the derivative of u(r) at the wall from equation (1.32) and substituting the
result into equations (1.36) and (1.37) yields the familiar value for friction factor in
laminar flow:
(1.38)f = -&ft> = "K
1.6 Turbulent Flow in Circular Pipes
The differential equations for the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy
are valid for turbulent flow conditions as long as instantaneous values of the flow
variables such as velocity, presure and temperature are used. These instantaneous
values may be written in terms of a mean and a fluctuating component. For example,
the instantaneous velocity component u- is expressed as
u. = u +
u' (1.39)
i
where u is the time-averaged value given by
(1.40)
and
u' is the fluctuating component.
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Substituting this relation for u- and similar relations for the other flow
variables into the momentum equations and taking a time average of the resulting
equation, noting that, for example,
O' = i [ W dt =0
(due to the chaotic random nature of the fluctuating components), yields stress terms
known as Reynolds or eddy stresses. These stresses, due to the turbulent velocity
fluctuations and attendent momentum transfer are in addition to the molecular
viscous stresses. For a rectangular coordinate system, the six independent Reynolds
2 2 2
stresses are -p
u'
, -p
v1
, -p
w'
, -p uV, -p v'w', and -p u'w'. (Note: The time-
average of the u'w' product, for example, is not necessarily zero if a correlation
should exist between u' and v' at a point.)
For fully developed turbulent flow in a circular pipe, the only non-zero time-
averaged velocity component is u. Letting the inward radial fluctuating velocity
component be v1 and noting Figure 1-5 where the positive y direction is radially
inward, the shear stress at a given radius may be expressed as the sum of the
molecular viscous shear and Reynolds shear stresses:
Physical reasoning indicates that the value of uV may be related to the time-
averaged velocity gradient as follows:
-U' V = M 3u/<)y (1.43)
where e M is known as the eddy diffusivity of momentum. Combining this with
equation (1.42) results in
A simple expression fore M is developed using Prandtl's mixing length theory. Prandtl
assumed that
u' was related to the gradient of the time-averaged velocity by a
17
proportional constant known as the mixing length 1 such that
u' = 1 3u/3y (1.45)
Assuming v' is roughly equal to u' but opposite in sign yields
^ - -?^ = -ff (-!*;)
- p(TDu/2>f) du/^y (1.46)
indicating that
eM = l23u/3y (1.47)
1.7 Turbulent Velocity Profiles in Circular Pipes
Numerous expressions for velocity for turbulent flow in pipes have been
developed. One of the simplest and most widely used expression is the one-seventh
power velocity profile. This was developed from experimental data of Nikuradse and
(1.48)
is expressed as
vk
y/nUCr) _
Umax (
Here n is dependent on the dimensionless Reynolds number as follows:
ReD n
4,000 6
23,000 6.6
110,000 7
1,100,000 8.8
2,000,000 10
3,240,000 10
Values of u /uux are 0.791, 0.817, and 0.865 for n = 6, 7, and 10, respectively.
Typically when a simple expression is required for a turbulent velocity profile,
equation (1.48) is used with n = 7.
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The well-known three-part logarithmic velocity distribution may be developed
as follows: The value of u in a boundary region is assumed to depend on the distance
from the wall surface y, fluid viscosity, fluid density, and wall shear stress.
Dimensional analysis leads to a possible relationship:
u+
= f(y+) (1.49)
where
u+
and
y+
are dimensionless quantities defined as
u+
= u/i/rw/P , = yVrw/P/v (1.50)
Here 7 T /P is termed the friction or shear velocity. It is postulated that near the
wall exists a laminar sub-layer where molecular viscous effects predominate over
turbulent eddy effects. With shear stress essentially equal to its value at the wall in
this very thin area, shear stress may be expressed, for fully developed flow, as
rw =? V du/dy <L51>
Integrating this yields
u = 2ft y + C (1.52)
Dividing through byVT /P and using the definitions for u and y from (1.50) and
the boundary condition u = 0 at y = 0 results in, for the laminar sub-layer,
u+
=
y+ 0.53)
For a distance away from the wall where viscous shear may be neglected, shear
stress is expressed as, noting equation (1.44),
r/f = eM dZds, >
Using relation (1.47) for ^M in terms of a mixing length, equation (1.54) becomes
t/f=(if$})$f >
Assuming that 1 = < y and TT w near the wall then gives
and finally
19
du/dy = n VVf ( X/)y - v wr v 'y / (1-57)
Introducing the definitions for and
y+
from (1.50) and integrating results in
u+ = k
lny+ + C d.58)
Using the relations expressed in (1.53) and (1.58), and interpreting the test data of
Nikuradse leads to a three-part velocity profile. The first part is for the laminar sub
layer, y+ < 5, where viscous shear predominates. The intermediate layer, 5 < y+ <
30, is the buffer layer where both viscous and eddy shear stresses contribute
substantially to total shear. The third layer or turbulent core, y+> 30, has eddy shear
predominating, that is,eM V. This three-part profile, shown in Figure 1-6, is given
by
y+< 5 u+ = (1.59)
5 < y+ < 30 u+ = -3.05 + 5.00 In y+ (1.60)
y+> 30 u+ = 5.5 + 2.5 In y+ (1.61)
Although these expressions do agree well with experimental data, they do deviate
from actual flow in the following: Actual turbulent velocity distributions are
continuous and do not exhibit the discontinuities of the above equations between the
three layers. Also, the relation for the turbulent core, equation (1.61), leads to a
non-zero velocity gradient at r = 0 which is not true for actual flow. Nonetheless,
the above relationships have been widely and successfully used in solving heat
transfer problems in forced convection.
1.8 Heat Transfer Boundary Conditions for Flow in Circular Pipes
For both the laminar and turbulent flow regimes, a number of common
preliminary considerations arise in attempting solutions to the governing momentum
and energy conservation equations. The velocity distribution is always required in
order to solve the energy equation. If the fluid properties are, however, constant
u<
1 SUB-l-A<yeR -*-
20
u*-6.MT u*>li2 "J
20
1
1
1!T
1
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with respect to temperature, the momentum equation may be solved independently of
the energy equation; otherwise both must be solved simultaneously.
A number of initial hydrodynamical conditions are possible at the onset of heat
transfer at the pipe wall: heat transfer starting with the velocity profile developing,
heat transfer starting with uniform velocity (or slug flow) maintained, heat transfer
starting with fully developed laminar or turbulent velocity profile already existing.
A number of temperature and heat flux boundary conditions are also possible.
The two most important are the constant wall temperature condition and the
constant wall heat flux (or uniform wall heat flux) conditions. Other possibilities
include peripheral and axial variations of wall temperature or wall heat flux.
The concept of a fully developed temperature profile proves useful and exists
when the dimensionless temperature ratio (T(x,r) - T )/(TR - T ), for a given value of
r, remains constant with x. Here, as a function of x only, T is the wall temperature
and T is the bulk or mixing cup temperature defined, for constant density and
specific heat, as
_j
rR
T= u ftRM TcOocr-)Z.7trdr
(1.62)
The definition of a fully developed temperature profile thus yields
-0
(1.63)
which, after differentiating, gives
<5T<*^>- dTw _ Tw-T(/v-,r)aTy, + T^-Tc^Q c\Tg
T ^"
^ Tw -T& d*. "^-tb d* ^^
Additionally, the fully developed temperature profile requires that the gradient of
the dimensionless temperature profile with respect to r be constant for all x.
Evaluated at the wall this yields
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3r
T(*,r) ~ T,
T T
1&C ]
- 3 Tfot r)
- a r = R - const
The ratio of convective wall heat flux to the difference in wall and bulk
(1.65)
temperatures is defined as the convective heat transfer coefficient h as follows:
B/ (1.66)h = ^w^w " T>
Relating
qc to the temperature gradient at the wall by Fourier's law, equationw
(1.23), results in
. - k 9r = R
T - T1 w ' e>
(1.67)
Multiplying this relation by D/k gives the dimensionless convective Nusselt number,
Nu p., which is seen to be equal to a dimensionless temperature gradient evaluated at
the wall as follows:
_
- 3 ( Tc+A/d)-!^
NUD ~ k 9(r/D) "Tb, ~ Tw =& d.68)
(Note: The superscript c is used with the NuD to emphasize its convective nature. A
radiative Nusselt number based on radiative heat flux is introduced in Section 4.)
Considering the constant wall heat flux boundary condition and assuming h, as
defined by equation (1.66),is constant, will result in equation (1.64) reducing to
aTf/vM = dTw __. dTB
** d* d* (1.69)
The constant wall temperature boundary condition results in
B
cl/)L
(1.70)
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1.9 Heat Transfer Solutions for Laminar Flow in Circular Pipes
For the case of steady fully developed laminar flow with all conditions
symmetric with respect to the pipe axis (no dependence on 9), no significant radiative
heat flux interactions involving the fluid, no internal energy generation, and
neglecting heat conduction in the axial direction
properties, the energy equation (1.26) reduces to
2 2
(3 T/ 3 x ~ 0), constant fluid
f<^
= *[* &(*&)] (1.71)
Considering a fully developed temperature profile, a constant convective heat
transfer coefficient h, and a constant wall heat flux q for a boundary condition,
results in equation (1.71) becoming
"*r
<f Cpo -j^
-
pCpu
_
?CPuL?<VurD
H %
C
= k[f^(r|iy (1.72)
Substituting the laminar velocity profile for u(r), equation (1.32), into equation (1.72)
and integrating by separation of variables using the boundary conditions
3T/3r = 0 at r = 0 (1.73)
T = T at r = D/2 (1.74)
w
yields a temperature distribution in the form of (T(r) - Tw). Integrating over the
cross-sectional area, using equation (1.62) to evaluate Tg, results in
T* T~ ^ k (l.7
Using the definitions for the convective Nusselt number and the convective heat
transfer coefficient, equations (1.68) and (1.66), in the above equation (1.75) yields
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A more general solution than the above is that presented by Graetz in 1885 and
discussed by Jacob in [1.6] . Here conditions are similar to those just stated leading
to equation (1.76) with a fully developed velocity profile, constant fluid properties,
etc., but the temperature profile is allowed to develop. Heating is initiated at x = 0
where the wall temperature abruptly changes from T = T= (the temperature of the
incoming fluid, uniform across the cross-section) to T = T Once again a parabolic
laminar velocity profile is assumed which yields the following governing energy
equation:
Z- "X i-(r) J
T^T~
-
~fTr I -f 5T^r^ 'J
(1.77)
with boundary conditions
T(r) = T. atx = 0 (1.78)
T(R) = Twforx >0 (1.79)
Assuming (T(r,x) - T ) to be the product of two functions, one solely of x and the
other solely of r, yields a series solution for the dimensionless temperature ratio
(T(r,x) - T)/(T - T). Evaluating the wall convective heat flux from the temperature
gradient using equations (1.65) and (1.23), solving for the bulk temperature as a
function of x, and using the definition of NucD, equation (1.68), allows the local value
of the convective Nusselt number to be expressed as a function of the Graetz number
Gz defined as
V (1.80)
For large axial distances x with the inverse of Gz greater than 0.05, the convective
Nusselt number approaches a value of 3.66.
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Sellars, Tribus and Klein jl.5j solved the Graetz problem for the constant wall
convective heat flux condition and found a limiting value, at large x, of the
convective Nusselt number to be 4.36 which agrees with equation (1.76).
1.10 Heat Transfer Techniques for Turbulent Flow in Circular Pipes
The relation between heat transfer and momentum transfer has been recognized
and investigated since the original research of Reynolds in the nineteenth century.
Reynolds stated that, due to the similarity of the governing equations, solutions to
the momentum equation in terms of velocity profile and frictional pressure drop can
yield solutions to the energy equation in terms of temperature profile and heat
transfer rate. A development for a heat transfer solution in terms of the friction
factor, known as the Reynolds analogy, is now presented for tube flow.
The momentum equation for fully developed flow (1.20), valid for turbulent flow
when instantaneous values of the flow variables are used, is expressed in terms of
time-averaged quantities, u and p, and fluctuating components u' and v1 as follows:
Here, uV is the time-average product of
u' and
v' where
v' is the fluctuating
component of velocity in the inward radial direction. Using the concept of the eddy
diffusivity of momentum e and the Prandtl mixing length 1, equation (1.81) may be
expressed as
Using equation (1.34) to express the pressure drop due to friction in terms of wall
shear stress, equation (1.82) becomes
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r(vj^
"2. rv, _ j_ 2
Integrating from r = 0 to r = r and substituting t(r) from equation (1.35)
yields
(1.83)
TCr) _ 2u
?
= ( V + M ) ^y
The energy equation (1.71) may also be expressed in terms of fluctuating and
time-averaged components and the molecular diffusivity of heat, a= k/(pC ), as
uTi
~ T-aT^^F^ + r ar V r v J
(1.84)
(1.85)
Defining an eddy diffusivity of heat e^, such that
2>T
V
T'
= -e&. =H >>
and substituting this into equation (1.85) results in
(1.86)
w%_
= ~F ^F^r 3r J + r drVr TF J
~ T a7L rt^-f.HJ^)rJ (1.87)
Viewing Figure 1-7, and with qC(r) considered positive when directed radially inward,
an energy balance on an annular ring element of fluid yields
2ard^C(r)
-t- il^crd^crildr
<Pr
dl
= ZKrdN.ctr) + Zttr dr ^>CpU(r)-^ dot.
resulting in
Sr
(1.88)
3T
UCr) 3^
-
r?C|
c)[ r^G(r)]
(1.89)
Substituting this into equation (1.87) and integrating from r = 0 to r = r with the
boundary condition
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qc(r) = 0 at r = 0 (1.90)
gives
?L-P 7 (1.91)
This expression can also be developed in the following way: Viewing Figure 1-8,
the convective heat flux at r directed radially inward due to mass flow from
turbulent eddys may be expressed as
C edd-/ d rn r
QfCr>>
~ ax Ap i - - ^^
oov ., __, ^, =p,
Cr) = CP ' = "'PU, V I
(1.92)
After substituting in the expression for
v'T' from (1.86) and dividing by PC , the
following results:
C eooy
9 Cp ' (1.93)
Adding the heat flux due to molecular conduction to the above gives equation (1.91).
Using Prandtl's concept of the mixing length 1,
v' can be expressed as (-1 3 u/ 3 y).
If the same mixing length is valid for T', there results
T'
= - ( & ) iT^ ' ^S (1.94)
Consequently, it is seen that
The eddy diffusivities of heat and momentum are therefore equal if the
respective
mixing lengths are equal. Many analyses do assume this although experimental work
has shown the EH/eM ratio to vary between 1.0 and 1.6 as a function of Reynolds
number and radial position (J.2J .
Equations (1.91) and (1.84) are used to develop the Reynolds analogy yielding an
expression for the Nusselt number in terms of the friction factor. Assuming heat and
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momentum to be transported at the same rate with v = a and eM = eH, dividing
equation (1.91) by (1.84) yields
fr co _p _ -( <* + giH ) ar ^ _ -yr
pCp rtr) C-U+^^)^V ^0 <3<J (1.96)
or c
t tCr) (i-97)
Integrating (1.97) from u = 0 and T = T at the wall to the mean bulk conditions uw
C/
um and T = TB, and assuming that the ratio of q (r)/t(r) remains constant with r and
equal to qCw/tw, results in
CV~
o- B (1.98)
P ^w
Substituting qw = h (Tw - Tg) and tw = &f
pum2into (1.98) gives the following:
Here the dimensionless ratio of the Nusselt number divided by the Reynolds and
Prandtl numbers is known as the Stanton number. The above relation is the most
common expression of the Reynolds analogy and provides moderately good agreement
with experimental data for gases with Prandtl numbers close to one.
Prandtl in 1910 improved upon the Reynolds analogy by including the effect of
the velocity distribution (neglected in the development leading to (1.99)). Prandtl
integrated equations (1.84) and (1.91) from the wall to the edge of the laminar sub
layer where y = 6i and u = u .j and assumed xto be approximately constant and equal
to x throughout this layer. This results in an expression for the Stanton number as a
function of f, Pr, and the velocity ratio u . t/u as follows:
St "
i .(usl/oJ(Pr-i)
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Noting from equation (1.59) that u+ = y+, which yields
= 5 uJ^/2 (I-101>
equation (1.100) is expressed as
5t = _ALi,
(1.102)I -f
5-VTTz"(Pr-i )
The Karman-Boelter-Martinelli analogy, discussed by Kays, jT.3j , is a distinct
improvement to the Reynolds and Prandtl analogies that is valid for a wide range of
Prandtl numbers. The analysis assumes fully developed velocity and temperature
profiles, constant fluid properties, constant wall heat flux, and the linear shear stress
distribution of equation (1.35). Solutions are obtained with the ratio e,/ s. as a
parameter. With an assumed value of this ratio, s, is obtained from e. which is
found from equations (1.35), (1.84), and the turbulent velocity distributions (1.59),
(1.60), (1.61) as follows:
T/f = i- o- VfO^v-^oV ' (1.103)
This yields, after substituting in the definitions for and
y+
from equation (1.50),
and rearranging,
du / Jy a.104)
The governing energy equation (1.87) with the constant wall heat flux condition
yielding
c)T cn __ dTB _ constant
^ d* (1.105)
becomes
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i _ r /
<* +
dTB (1.106)
(1.107)
* ; ^ J -
Substituting r = R-y into this results in
Using the turbulent velocity distributions (1.59), (1.60), and (1.61) and a relationship
for
j_j derived from (1.104) in the above equation (1.107) and then integrating from
the wall to the core at y = R yields the temperature distribution across the pipe.
Then NucD is found by evaluating
Nu^ = JQ_T -T (1.108)
-1 = 0
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SECTION 2:
Basic Transport Theory for
Radiative Heat Transfer in Participatory Media
33
Nomenclature to Section 2
A area
A component of area normal to a given direction
c speed of light in a given medium
cQ speed of light in a vacuum
ev spectral emissive power
e\ u spectral blackbody emissive power
* spectral energy
h Planck's constant
Iv l. spectral blackbody intensity
1\> (r,s) spectral intensity at position Tand in direction s
k* Boltzmann constant
kv spectral volumetric absorption constant
ky spectral mass absorption constant
"true" spectral volumetric absorption constantk+v
rty spectral index of refraction
p^, spectral radiative pressure
p total radiative pressure
Pv
(s'"*-
s) probability phase function for scattering
Q energy generation per unit volume
q^v spectral radiative heat flux vector
q1^ component of spectral radiative heat flux vector in n direction
position vector
s path length
34
s direction unit vector
sv(r,s) spectral source function
T absolute temperature
%R
spectral radiation energy density
UR
radiation energy density
V frequency
X wavelength
X
o
wavelength in vacuum
y cos 9
a Stefan-Boltzmann constant
asv spectral volumetric scattering coefficient
Wsv spectral albedo
6sv spectral volumetric extinction coefficient
a solid angle
6 polar angle or angle between a direction unit vector and area
normal unit vector
4> azimuthal angle
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2.0 Introduction
The intent of this section is to give a concise development of the theory of
radiative transfer through an absorbing, emitting, and scattering media. In this
section the macroscopic viewpoint is taken. In Section 3, a more detailed
development is made of the underlying microscopic phenomena that causes
absorptive-emissive behavior in real molecular gases.
Scattering is included in this section for completeness. The papers reviewed in
Section 4, however, do not concern scattering. Nonetheless, the inclusion of
scattering into the equation of radiative transfer is easily made, and is easily deleted
for the case of no scattering.
Due to the constraints on length of this literature review, the surface
properties of nonblack surfaces, such as absorptivity, emissivity, and reflectivity, are
not discussed. Excellent developments of the definitions of these properties are
given in Ozisik [2.f] , and Siegal and Howell [2.2J .
The development of theory in this section follows that of Siegel and Howell
[2.2J , Sparrow and Cess [2.3], Viskanta [2.4J, and especially Ozisik [2.1] .
2.1 Thermal Radiation
Thermal radiation is that portion of the electromagnetic spectrum with
wavelengths from 0.1 micron to approximately 100 micron. Thermal radiation is
associated with the thermal agitation of matter and is generated primarily by the
rotational and vibrational energy transitions of molecules.
2.2 Blackbody Radiation
A blackbody is an idealized body that absorbs all incident radiation of all
wavelengths, from all directions, without reflecting, transmitting, or scattering any
of the incoming radiation away from the body.
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If a blackbody is placed within an isothermal enclosure and the resultant system
then allowed to reach thermal equilibrium, the blackbody will absorb the maximum
possible radiation from all directions, at all wavelengths. Consequently, the radiation
emitted by the blackbody must also be the maximum possible, for the given
temperature, for all directions and wavelengths. If the blackbody is moved around in
the enclosure and its orientation changed, the radiation incident upon the blackbody
must remain unchanged to retain thermal equilibrium. Therefore, the radiation
within the isothermal enclosure is isotropic (independent of direction). Furthermore,
the radiation emitted by the blackbody must also be isotropic.
The radiation emitted by a blackbody at absolute temperature T into a vacuum
was determined by Planck to be
evc ' ; ~
A0rUxP(hc&/A>rn-i] (2.i)
There e,,(T) is the spectral emissive power in units of energy per unit time, per unit
area, and per unit wavelength interval. The wavelength in vacuum is indicated by X
and h and k* are the Planck and Boltzmann constants, respectively. The speed of
light in a vacuum is given by cq.
For a dialectric medium with a refractive index n ^ = c /c where c is the speed
of propagation of radiation of a given wavelength in the medium, the spectral
emissive power is
2
_fi_
e^(T) " n*
ArCexP(hCc./n^k*T)-l]
Expressed in terms of frequency this then becomes
(2.2)
e"k c.zrexp(hv/k*T)-l] (2.3)
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Since frequency remains constant for radiation traveling through different media
with different refractive indices, quantities will be expressed in terms of frequency
for the balance of Section 2.
Integrating over frequency, with an index of refraction nv= n assumed constant
with frequency, yields the total emissive power as
ek<T) = ]0 eb(T)dv = cw
where a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant defined as
15"
c* h
V -
,J A. I_3 (2.5)
2.3 Definition of Intensity
Spectral (or monochromatic) radiative intensity is defined, for a given location
and direction of transmission, as the amount of energy E transmitted per unit time
and in a unit frequency interval through a unit area normal to the direction of
transmission and confined to a unit solid angle, & , centered about the direction of
transmission. See Figure 2-1. The local value of intensity is found by finding the
following limit as the normal area element dA , the solid angle element dfl , the
frequency interval dv, and the time interval dt all approach zero:
I^Cns) =dA
lino ( dE ^
p^d^dt V dAp dJ2 dv dt / (2.6)
Here dA = dA cos9 where dA is the local infinitesimal area located at position?
and 8 is the angle between the unit area normal n and the direction s.
Considering Figure 2-2 (and noting that a solid angle is defined as the area on a
sphere's surface intercepted by the solid angle divided by the sphere's radius squared)
allows the calculation of the hemispherical spectral emissive power as follows:
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Figure 2-1 Definition of Intensity
dQ
Iv^.S)
dl = FU.'n8dd>Rd>/R2
= sin6ci6
Figure 2-2 Calculation of Hemispherical Emissive Power from Spectral
Intensity
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2Kr^/z
C"r) =1 1 T (It, s)cos6 sinedGdcf)
^a Jo ""o '0 (2.7)
e (?) is defined as the energy rate leaving a unit area, per a unit frequency interval.
An infinitesimal solid angle element dft is given by
dft = sin0d0d(t> (2.8)
where 9 is commonly known as the polar angle and <j> the azimuthal angle.
Substituting u = cos9 into the integral of equation (2.7) results in
e(T)=i J lv(?>^)^d^d0'O o - (2.9)
For the case of isotropic blackbody radiation, the blackbody emissive power is then
found from
^vh^ " 2* I,i<M JUL da. - Jt\ ( r*>Vb Vb J0"^ iT Vb (2.10)
Viewing Figure 2-3a, one may calculate the energy emitted from or transmitted
through area element dA. that is incident on another area element dA- as
dE
* (2.11)
where dft is the solid angle subtended by the receiving area element dA2 But
dE /d\> dt as expressed in (2.11) is the same, viewing Figure 2-3b, as
v
dE. _T ? "* * a J A C\ dAt COS Qi
= IvCr,s)dA2 cosBt dCli (2.12)
where dn is the solid angle subtended by the source area element dA. when viewed
from dAr When calculating energy to or from a given surface or volume element
that requires integration over a portion of or all of spherical space, the vertex of the
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Figure 2-3a Radiation Received by dA from dA. within Solid Angle dft
Figure 2-3b Radiation Received by dA from dA1 within Solid Angle dQ
Xvt?,s>
Example:
Integration of incident
radiation on volume
element dV yields
IIv(?,s) dfi
Figure 2- 3c Integration of Intensity over Solid Angles
Geometrical Considerations for Intensity
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solid angle increment is placed at the center of the given area or volume element as
shown in Figure 2-3c.
2.4 Radiative Heat Flux Vector
The radiative heat flux vector (also known as the net radiative heat flux vector)
qv (r) is found by integrating slv (?,s) over spherical space as follows:
The component of this vector for any direction n is found by taking the dot product as
follows:
Fn' t^n ' J ^ V (2.14)
2.5 Radiative Energy Density
Consider an infinitesimal volume dAds as shown in Figure 2-4 contained within
an infinitesimal solid angle d ft . The rate of energy I (r,s)dAdft arriving at time t=0
will reach the end of the volume element at time t=ds/c for the case of a vacuum.
Therefore, the energy contained in the volume due to the radiative intensity I (?,s),
assumed constant with time due to the magnitude of c , is Iv(P,s)dAdftds/c .
Integrating for all directions and dividing through by the volume dAds yields the
spectral radiation energy density as
ujr) =
^r- \ I (rts) dQv ^ J*.-*- v (2.15)47C
For the dielectric medium with c=c /n , this becomeso v
osV) = -^j
ic?,s>dn (2.16)
4Jt
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hdH
Figure 2-4 Derivation of Energy Density
L
dl
V?.) ^- XvCr,S> - dIvCr, Syis
I- d5~|
dA
Figure 2-5 Derivation of Spectral Volumetric Absorption
Io Cr, S >
h-dsH
Figure 2-6 Scattering of Radiation
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For the case of an isotropic radiation field existing in a medium with an index of
refraction n constant with frequency, equation (2.16) may be integrated over
frequency to yield the total radiation energy density as
.00
(2.17)
2.6 Radiation Pressure
The net radiation pressure for a unit area at location r*and with a unit normal n
is defined as the net transfer rate of the normal component of momentum occurring
across the unit area. The spectral radiation energy rate incident on the unit area
from radiation contained within dli centered about direction s is
Iv(r,s) co5G dQ (2-18)
where 6 is the angle between the direction of intensity and the area normal n. The
normal component of the momentum transfer rate is given as
Iv(r/s; cosa6dQ/c (2-19)
where c is the speed of propagation of radiation in the medium. The net spectral
radiation pressure for this given unit area is then
For isotropic radiation, this becomes
(2.20)
P\?; =^ ** ] Xd/i - -??- V? ) W1)
The total radiation pressure, integrated over frequency, with a refractive index n
constant with frequency, is
00 R M -
I
(2.22)
K
-^ _ Attn, f T ,-*. l. _ U Cr?
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2.7 Absorption of Radiation by a Volume Element
If radiation of a given frequency passes through a medium that absorbs
radiation of that frequency, the intensity of radiation will be attenuated as follows:
<*IC?,S) =
- kvCr)lvCF,S)
d S
Considering Figure 2-5, the rate of radiative energy entering an absorbing
infinitesimal volume dAds through dA within solid angle dft is
(2.23)
<* Ey(r,S)
dt
- T^CF, 8)dAcia (2.24)
The energy rate leaving the volume element is
dEvC?,s)
at
-[l-kv<r)ds]TvC?,5)dAd,Q
v
- '
"
'
" (2.25)
Therefore, the energy absorbed by the volume element per unit volume, per unit
time, per unit solid angle, and per unit frequency interval, is
dE,(r,s)
dt
_ dECr,S)
dA ds 6SL
(2.26)
This leads to k being known as the spectral volumetric absorption coefficient. If
v
equation (2.23) is stated as
(2.27)
then k = k / nis known as the spectral mass absorption coefficient and is used
v,m v K
with the differential mass path length pds. Similarly, the spectral pressure
absorption coefficient k /p is used with the differential pressure path pds. The
volumetric absorption coefficient will be used for the balance of Section 2.
Radiation passing through an absorbing medium will stimulate emission from
atoms or molecules in the same direction and of the same frequency as the incident
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radiation. Consequently the "true" absorption coefficient is greater than the
apparent coefficient of equation (2.23). Statistical quantum-mechanics relates the
true absorption coefficient, k+^(r), to the apparent absorption coefficient as follows:
k+l?) = kv(F)/ri - Wj)] (2.28)
The dependence on (v/T) in the above relation indicates that the difference in the
value of the coefficients is appreciable only for small values of (V/T), that is, at very
low frequencies and high temperatures. The apparent absorption coefficients will be
used for the balance of Sections 2, 3, and 4.
2.8 Emission of Radiation by a Volume Element
A volume element containing a uniform distribution of matter in local
thermodynamic equilibrium will emit spontaneously isotropic radiation as a result of
a collision-controlled decay of excited energy states to lower, more stable energy
states. This will result in the augmentation of radiative intensity as follows:
aT,;c7)
= kvC?)IVb(Tcr))ds v vb (2>29)
Similar to the analysis resulting in equation (2.26), the radiative energy emitted by
the volume element per unit time, per unit volume, per unit solid angle, and per unit
frequency interval is
MoI^(T(r,)VK ' VbK ' v '' (2.30)
2.9 Scattering of Radiation
This sub-section deals with coherent scattering where the direction of scattered
radiation is changed but the frequency of the scattered and unscattered radiation
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remains the same. The decrease of intensity due to scattering along a differential
path length ds is given by
dl (r,s) = j
ds
sv' ;iv tr> ^ (2.31)
Once again, similar to the analysis resulting in equation (2.26), the radiative energy
scattered out to all of spherical space, per unit time, per unit volume, per unit
incident solid angle, and per unit frequency interval is
s v
y A
v v > / (2.32)
where a is the spectral volumetric scattering coefficient.
The distribution of scattered radiation is given by the use of a probability phase
function pv
(S' * ) given as (see Figure 2-6)
f *,(- j) dfi = l
Jatr 4Tt (2.33)'4Tt ^ ' *-
Isotropic scattering, where an incident ray would be scattered with equal
probability into any direction of spherical space, would have a constant p
(s'-- s) = 1.
Therefore, the probability of incident radiation along the
s*' direction being scattered
into any unit solid angle (out of the 4tt available) would be
Pv C s'-*s) ci)- ill) = _JL_Pv\.Tt ; *7t ~^TF (2.34)
for isotropic scattering only.
For the more general case of anisotropic scattering, the scattering of incident
radiative energy contained within a solid angle <El centered about direction $ into
solid angle dft centered about $ is given by
p^;-an
(,35)
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Integrating equation (2.35) over all the incident solid angle elements d fl'of spherical
space will yield the scattering of all radiative energy incident on a volume element
into a solid angle d ft about direction s per unit time, per unit volume, and per unit
frequency interval as follows:
This then results in the augmentation of intensity due to in-scattering
(2.36)
dIvCr,n _
*M(^^HP^^)d5 ~s<^' \1 --V^"" HK " J (2.37)wfJt
Integrating equation (2.35) over all the solid angles dftof spherical space results
in
= 0-sV Cr^I^Cr, %')6Q! (2.38)
which is simply the scattered radiative energy for incident radiation contained within
solid angle dfl 'about s' per unit time, per unit volume, and per unit frequency
interval.
2.10 Differential Equation of Radiative Transfer
Following the Eulerian approach the total differential due to time and displace
ment of radiative intensity I ^r,) along the differential path length ds that is
coincident with direction s is given by
t ^ t 9 5 (2.39)
Dividing equation (2.39) through by the speed of light c, and noting that the resulting
- 31 ^r, $)/ 3t temporal term is negligibly small for most engineering applications,
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results in
cDt <^S dS (2.40)
The value of dl (?, )/ds is thus dependent solely upon the path dependent
variation of Iv(r, s). Iv(r, s) will receive positive contributions from spontaneous
emission along the path given by equation (2.29) and from in-scattering along the path
as given by equation (2.37). Out-scattering as given by equation (2.31) and absorption
as given by equation (2.23) result in negative contributions. This yields
dI^7'S) = -[kvi?) + <rtT>] Ivc?."s>
+ kv<F)IvbCTc7^)
Defining the spectral extinction coefficient 3 (r) asS, V
Ps.^C?) = kv(^) +0-sV(r) (2.42)
and the spectral albedo u as
os(r' = cr, (?}/>.<?) ("3)
and the spectral source function S JF, s) as
S,<?,S) =[i-oMcTi] I,b(Tci*))
results in the following differential form of the equation of radiative transfer:
ds v
v
(2.45)
(3SVC^) (2.46)
For the case of a purely absorbing-emitting medium, the above equation
reduces to
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_^_ M+ i,cr.s>=TvbCTc^ (2.47)
2.11 Divergence of the Radiative Heat Flux Vector
Noting that the direction s is constant and coincident with the path s, the
gradient of IV(F, s)
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Si = s' V Iv(r, 5)
(2.48)
(2.49)
(2.50)
may be expressed as
d T ;(7, s) _ ^ at ,^m
This is true which can be seen by noting the following example for a cartesian
coordinate system with the direction cosines of s being s., s9, and s,:
VA.T r-**N (* b. a, _^ a. 3 ^
+ S^IvCnsV^i 4 st9lvC?fJ5)/^r
+ s^rvC?,!)/^, = S'VIv(r-5)
Using equation (2.49), the equation of radiative transfer may be written as
^' sL/rlS) + psvt-f)Ic7>$') = Uvcr)Ivb(Tc75)
Integrating each term with respect to solid angle ft over spherical space results in
V'hn sIC7,$)dl + (kvCr) + rrwcF)')S,TiIvCr.)dQ
= kv(r)^IybCT(r))dQ
Noting that J Pl'C|;-^ JQ = 1
and that I b(T(r)) is isotropic, allows equation (2.52) to be reduced to
(2.52)
(2.53)
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V-^K = H-7tkvCr)IVb( TCr))
- kvCr)^ytIvC?.s)dQ (2-54)
Equation (2.54) yields the divergence of the spectral radiative heat flux vector.
Integrating over frequency (and dropping the position vector F from the arguments of
k^, , 0 v , B v, andw v in the equations to follow for simplicity) results in
V-2K = ^^UvIv^T"^))dV--^v^lvCrJ^dadv
(2.55)
which gives the divergence of the total radiative heat flux vector and is called the
equation of conservation of radiative energy.
For a medium containing only a distributed energy source per unit volume and
time, Q, and no additional modes of energy transfer (such as the conductive and
convective modes), equation (2.55) will reduce under steady state conditions to
V ' fy Q (2.56)
2.12 Radiative Equilibrium
Radiative equilibrium will occur throughout a given medium if a steady state
temperature distribution is allowed to develop with no internal energy sources or
sinks and no additional modes of energy transfer (such as the conductive or
convective). Equation (2.55) becomes for these conditions
v- =0 l2-57)
OO /-
*n[~JVb(Tc?v)<iv - ijM^I/^s^dv (2.58)
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2.13 Integration of the Equation of Radiative Transfer
The differential form of the equation of radiative transfer (2.46) may be
expressed, for a given path as shown in Figure 2-7 and in terms of position s along the
path, as
1^ JIVC,S) + 1 (vl) =Sx5.S)e) d, -
(259)
where the spectral source function S v(s) is given, similar to equation (2.44), by
S,cs> = (i-olv) Ivl(CTc*Kou^Hrr*^*')
d^'
(2.60)
With an initial intensity along the given path shown in Figure 2-8 given by
Iv(5,^= Tvcs0,s) at s = so (2.6D
equation (2.59) may be formally integrated to an arbitrary path length s by using an
integrating factor as follows: s
\
&ot*')dsr
Multiply equation (2.59) through by fi (s") e,
which yields r^ _
, ,\j,.
But the left-hand side of (2.62) is equal, to
4r(rv(,,s,s^^cv>ds')
Thus, equation (2.62) becomes, after substituting in expression (2.63) and multiplying
through^*,
d (J,'. P
t^'*9'
T v <,,,)
Integrating from s = sQ to s = Sj yields
(2.64)
V^^C^ds'
(2.65)
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Figure 2-7 Integration of the Equation of Radiative Transfer from
s = s to s = s.
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Multiplying through by C
finally yields the integrated equation of radiative transfer:
- IP S.CV)ds'
I,(Vh = Ivcv>e
J^!V
ri ,
Note that this equation is not a complete solution since the source function
S^s, s) must be known along the entire path of integration to allow Iv(s,, s) to be
calculated. Consequently the temperature must be known to calculate the blackbody
intensity along the path and the incident radiation distribution must be known to
calculate the in-scattering along the path.
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SECTION 3:
Absorption-Emission of Real Molecular Gases
56
Nomenclature to Section 3
A. equivalent line width of j spectral line
A equivalent band width (band absorptance)
Aq band width parameter
A dimensionless band absorptance, A/AQ
B rotational constant
bc, ba,, brv half-width due to collision, natural, and Doppler line
broadening, respectively
b, half-width due to Lorentz line broadening, b^ + b^
C., C2, C-j correlation functions described in 3.12
cn speed of light in a vacuum
Cn. correlation parameter, S./Aq.
d distance
D centrifugal distortion constant
D diameter of molecule
m
E. energy of j rotational state
erf error function
E (x) exponential integral function, j^o /a. Q^x.
e , average emissive power of i band width , Planck's ^unc+ion
h Planck's constant
H parameter,^ AQ (de^, JdT)
t=i i TREF
1(0 spectral radiative intensity
I spectral blackbody radiative intensity
I absorbed intensity
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Ie emitted intensity
Im moment of inertia
3n Bessel function of order n
j rotational quantum number
k* Boltzmann's constant
k' force constant
k .(to) volumetric absorption coefficient, function of co, associated
with j spectral line
k mean absorption coefficient of box model
,2-S.<K parameter - S;(T)(de ,,/dT) T
UL l m I 'ref
L path length
p pressure
q charge
S intensity (integrated absorption coefficient) of entire
vibration-rotation band
S. intensity of i vibration-rotation band
S. intensity of
jt
spectral line
u dimensionless distance, S-L/d
a integrated band intensity, \ (S;/d)dco
3 line structure parameter, 4bL/d
g* line structure parameter defined by equation (3.58)
X wavelength
m wave number
v frequency
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3.0 Introduction
The previous Section 2 concerns the macroscopic relationships for the
interaction of thermal radiation with a participatory medium. This section gives a
necessarily brief but hopefully useful introduction to the microscopic mechanisms of
radiative interactions with real gases. Only the absorption and emission of thermal
radiation is considered; scattering is excluded. A comprehensive review of
electromagnetic wave theory and quantum mechanics is not practical but an emphasis
on simple molecular models for rotation and vibration with associated quantized
energy states should provide an acceptable preliminary background. A review follows
of absorption-emission models and correlations suitable for engineering applications.
In keeping with the emphasis on thermal radiation, the energy transitions to be
discussed concern bound-bound rotational and vibrational transitions of the infrared
ranges only and not electronic transitions of the visible and ultraviolet spectrum nor
any of the higher energy transitions involving the bound-free (e.g. photoionization)
and free-free processes.
Also, the following development assumes local thermodynamic equilibrium.
This concept requires that the state of any small volume of a gaseous system can be
described by the equilibrium behaviors for the local temperature. This is expressed
by the Maxwell-Boltzmann statistical equilibrium distribution of energy states which
requires that transitions of atomic and molecular energy states be collision
controlled.
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3.1 Molecular Degrees of Freedom
A system of N independent atoms, assumed point masses, has 3N degrees of
freedom relative to a set of three orthogonal reference axes. If these atoms are part
of a molecule, the molecule acting as a rigid body will require 6 degrees of freedom,
3 translational and 3 rotational, to describe its movement. The degrees of freedom
available for vibration of the atoms relative to the molecular are then equal to 3N-6.
If the molecule is linear, i.e. all atoms on a common axis, rotation about this axis
does not change the position of the atoms, leaving an additional degree of freedom
available for vibration. Therefore, 3N-5 degrees of freedom are available for
vibrations of linear molecules. A normal mode of vibration is associated with each
degree of freedom.
3.2 Rotational Spectra
The transfer of radiative energy can be viewed from two different but
complementary viewpointsthe transmission of traveling electromagnetic waves or
the movement of "corpuscular" bundles of energy called photons. Considering the
wave viewpoint, interaction of an electromagnetic wave with a molecule undergoing
vibrational and rotational movement will require a changing electrical dipole moment
of the molecule. Consequently, symmetric molecules such as H-, N-, O-, and so
forth will not interact with thermal radiation except when ionized at high
temperature or under the influence of extremely strong electrostatic fields.
Two equal charges (or the net difference in charge), q, separated by a distance
d, create an electric dipole moment. This vector quantity has a magnitude of qd and
points from the negative to the positive charges. Figure 3-1 shows how a rotating
molecule with an electric dipole moment can interact with a passing electromagnetic
wave. The alternating electric field of the wave must be in phase and have the same
frequency as that created by the rotating molecule.
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Figure 3-1 Movement of Dipole during Rotation (from reference [3.1])
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Figure 3-2 Energy Levels and Spectrum of a Vibrating Rotator (from
reference [3.2])
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The simplest model of a rotating molecule is that of the rigid rotator where the
molecule's atoms are represented by point masses held in fixed positions in the
molecule. For a diatomic molecule, allowable rotational energy states are, from
quantum mechanics,
J = 8^Im J0+1) = hc^Bj^+l)^ =0,1,2,..,
where B, the rotational constant, equals (h/8 i^CqI ), cQ is the speed of light in
vacuum, h is Planck's constant, I is the moment of inertia, and j is the rotational
quantum number. The selection rule for rotational transitions is
A j = 1 (3.2)
The energy difference then between two adjacent levels is
A Ej + j+1 = 2 B h cQ (j + 1) (3.3)
where j is the quantum number of the initial or lower state. Planck's basic postulate
of quantum theory states that electromagnetic radiation can be emitted or absorbed
in discrete energy units, or quanta, as follows:
A E = h v= h ioc0 (3.4)
where v is the frequency of radiation and to = 1/X is its associated wave number.
Using this relation, the wave number of the rotational energy transition is
J-+0-1 hc0 J.J {35)
With the selection rule Aj = 1, rotational transitions will occur at equally spaced
wave number intervals of 2B. The energy difference between adjacent levels,
however, will increase per equation (3.3).
The rigid rotator model proves to be a useful model. However, especially at
high j, the non-rigid rotator is used to account for centrifugal stretching, yielding an
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increase in the moment of inertia. The rotational energy levels become, following
[3.2],
Ej = hcnBj(j+l) -
hcnDj2(j+l)2 j=0,l,2,... (3.6)
and associated wave numbers for rotational transitions become, yielding somewhat
unequal spacing,
"
j - j+1
= 2B(J+1) " *D0+D3 J=0,l,2f... (3.7)
D is a positive constant accounting for centrifugal distortion.
The intensity of a spectral line corresponding to a given rotational transition
(see equation (3.19)) from j-* j+1 is proportional to the number of molecules
occupying the quantum state j which is given by the Boltzmann distribution,
referencing the ground state j=0, as
where k* is Boltzmann's constant, and N./NQ is the ratio of the number of molecules
in the j level to that of the ground state. The N./Nn term should be multiplied by
(2j+l) to account for the existence of degenerate states occupying identical energy
levels.
The results for diatomic molecules are also valid for polyatomic molecules as
long as asymmetry results in a permanent electric dipole moment. Since the linear
triatomic molecule CO- is symmetric, it does not have rotational spectra. H-O,
however, exhibits strong rotational transitions in the far infrared.
3.3 Vibrational Spectra
The simplest molecular vibration model is that of the diatomic harmonic
oscillator. Here the oscillation of an unsymmetric molecule such as CO will result in
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a changing electric dipole moment. For a harmonic oscillator the frequency of
oscillation will be
-
11/
k'
( mi + mA
25tV ^cm, a9)
where k' is the spring or force constant and m,m2/(m.+m2) is the reduced mass of
two isolated masses m . and m7 .
The energy of oscillation will vary from maximum kinetic energy and zero
potential energy to maximum potential energy and zero kinetic energy as follows:
TOTAL ENERGY = POT. ENERGY + KIN. ENERGY
= *k'Ar2MAX (3-10)
The total energy will remain constant and a function, for a given force constant, only
of the maximum amplitude ^i- . The frequency of oscillation, however, will
remain constant during changes of energy and amplitude.
For an oscillating diatomic molecule, energy levels are not continuous functions
of amplitude but are discrete levels given as
E =(n + tt)hve n = 0,1,2,... (3.11)
where V is the frequency of oscillation and n is the vibrational quantum number.
Therefore, the energy difference between levels is
A E . . =hv =hv (3.12)
it*"
n+1 e
where the absorption of a photon requires that it have the same frequency as that of
the oscillator. The wave number of a vibration transition is thus
W=AEn+n+l/hco = Ve/co=a)e (3'13)
The selection rule for allowed transitions is, for the harmonic oscillator,
A n= 1 (3-14)
The important thing to notice is that the vibrational transitions for vibrational
quantum numbers all occur with the absorption and emission of photons of the same
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frequency, quite unlike that of rotational transitions, for this simple model. The
probability of transitions occurring at higher quantum numbers is again proportional
to the number of molecules occupying the higher states which is given, once again, by
the Boltzmann distribution.
Real diatomic molecules, however, do not vibrate in a purely harmonic fashion.
As vibrational energy levels increase along with the associated amplitude,
anharmonicity will occur. This results in energy levels being more realistically
expressed as
En = hv [(n + ft) - x(n + ft)2] n = 0, 1, 2, . . . (3>15)
where x is an anharmonicity constant, generally less than one. The energy change
between adjacent levels is approximated by
AVn+l =h (3.16)
The selection rules also change due to anharmonicity, allowing the following
additional transitions
n= 2, 3, ... (3.17)
These transitions result in overtones, yielding spectral lines close to an integral
multiple of the fundamental wave number associated with the n = - 1 transition.
These overtone transitions are, however, of much lower probability than the
fundamental, depending on the degree of anharmonicity. For example, the first
overtone band of CO has about one percent of the intensity of the fundamental band.
For the simple diatomic molecule, one fundamental vibration exists. For
polyatomic molecules, however, additional fundamental vibrations occur due to the
oscillations of the additional atoms. If the reduced mass of the different vibrating
groups are sufficiently different, the vibrations will occur essentially independently
for the harmonic system. Anharmonicity will, however, cause interactions between
the different fundamental vibrations resulting in combination bands occurring at a
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wave number that is some linear combination of, for example, two wave numbers
such that u = u. + u^ or to = coi - u)o etc.
3.4 Vibration-Rotation Bands
A vibration-rotation band occurs due to the superposition of rotational
transitions upon a vibrational transition. Rotational energy transitions are quite
small, may occur alone, exhibiting spectra in the far infrared. Vibrational energy
transitions are much greater, occurring in the near infrared and infrared ranges and
are always coupled with rotational transitions. The energy change during a coupled
transition will be
^TOTAL2 ^VIB+ ^ROT (3'18)
This process gives an array of energy transitions as shown in Figure 3-2. Here
the R branch occurs for Aj = +1, the Q branch for Aj = 0, and the P branch for
Aj = -1. The wave number location co is called the band origin and commonly occurs
without a line since the Aj = 0 transition is rare for diatomic and linear polyatomic
molecules during vibrational transitions. (Also, a phenomena called "folding" can
occur resulting in a reversal of line locations such that all the lines form a band head
behind a limiting wave number.) Figure 3-3 shows the vibration-rotation band of CO
at wave number 2140 .
3.5 Spectral Lines and Line Radiation
As expressed in equation (3.4), the rotational and vibrational energy transitions
involve the emission or absorption of a photon of energy of specific wave number.
This results in the appearance of narrow spectral lines in transmission spectra. Very
little energy would ever be absorbed if only photons of the exact frequency
corresponding to an energy transition could ever be absorbed by a molecule. This is
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Figure 3-3 Rotational Lines Superimposed on the Vibrational Transistion
of CO at (from reference [3.1])
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not the case, however, since a number of processes cause broadening of the spectral
lines. The most important line broadening processes are natural broadening, collision
broadening, doppler broadening, and Stark broadening. Stark broadening, found
typically in ionized gases where strong electrical fields exist, will not be discussed.
These broadening processes result in a spectral distribution of the absorption
coefficient over a finite wave number interval around the specific transition co .. The
intensity or integrated absorption coefficient of a single line is defined as
(3.19)
where k . is the volumetric absorption coefficient corresponding to the specific
CO,]
energy transition only. This is also commonly expressed in terms of the mass
absorption coefficient,
* J-oo f J (3.20)
or the pressure absorption coefficient,
< =
f
k^ji^l d^uD-6):)^J J-oo P
J
(3.21)
In general, line intensity and the various correlations of this discussion will be
expressed using the volumetric absorption coefficient except where specifically
stated.
The profile of a spectral line is characterized by the half-width, b, which is
equal to the wave number interval from line center u>. to the wave number where
k .(co) is one-half of the maximum value at co. per Figure 3-4. The value b is useful
co,j
since the line wings approach zero in an asymptotic fashion.
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coefficient
k .(co)
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Figure 3-4 Profile of Broadened Spectral Line at to = co. (from reference
[3.5]) J
^[.an2)/Jt
'
DOPPLJ?.
Figure 3-5 Line-Shape Parameter for Doppler and Lorentz Broadened Lines
with Areas under Each Line Equal (from reference [3.5])
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3.6 Natural Line Broadening
The Heisenberg uncertainty principle can be expressed per reference [3.2J as
stating that the product of the uncertainty of energy and the mean life of an energy
state must be equal to or greater than the Planck constant h divided by 47T. Con
sequently, the spread of wave numbers corresponding to a specific lifetime will be
Aw= A/hc (3.22)
where ^E is the uncertainty of the value of energy. This results in a line profile as
follows:
K
(3.23)
This line profile is known as the resonance or Lorentz profile. Its contribution to
broadening may be neglected except at very low pressures.
3.7 Collision Broadening
As the pressure of a gas increases, the mean interval between collisions of
molecules decreases. These collisions perturb the energy states of the molecules
which can be explained classically by the electron theory of Lorentz. This states that
the interaction of a molecule with an electromagnetic wave will see an abrupt change
of phase during a collision. This results in spectral line broadening called Lorentz
broadening. Its profile, the same as that of natural line broadening, is
k./w) = ~Tt C^-Lpz+ b* (3.24)
The collision half-width bc may be approximated by kinetic theory, with bc being
determined by collision rate, per reference [3.5] , as
h = hY^
D*
p
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where M is the mass of the molecule, and D its diameter. Note that bc is directly
proportional to pressure and inversely proportional to the square root of absolute
temperature.
3.8 Doppler Broadening
Since the molecules in a gas are moving with a distribution of velocities and
directions, the wavelength of emitted and absorbed radiation will tend to shift due to
the Doppler effect. In the case of an observer with an approaching electromagnetic
wave source moving toward the observer at velocity v and emitting at frequency v ,
during each wave cycle time, the source moves a distance v/v . Therefore, the
wavelength perceived by the observer is not X = c/v but rather
This yields
(3.26)
(3.27)
V
V - V
1
1- ^/c_
- v(i^(^)%...)
(3.28)
(3.29)
(3.30)
Since v/C << 1, this yields
V = v (1 + v/C)
or to ' =co (1 + v/C)
A Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of velocities at thermal equilibrium will
yield, in conjunction with equation (3.30), the following gaussian distribution for the
spectral line profile:
to. (u))
= A\m
'J *-D
The Doppler half-width bD is given by
Tt
ex (3.31)
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(3.32)
Note that bD is proportional to T . Thus Doppler broadening is important at high
temperatures.
The Doppler and Lorentz profiles are compared in Figure 3-5, from reference
{_3.5J, for the case of equal half-width and area under the curves. The most
important feature to note is the broad wing area of the Lorentz profile.
3.9 Equivalent Line Widths
For uniform conditions in a constant temperature absorbing-emitting -slab, the
equation of radiative transfer for spectral intensity and path length L may be
expressed as
I (L) = I (0)e_,<a,L + 1 . (1 - e_kajL) (3.33)
to to to
bv
If k / n = k
m
were used instead of k , the mass path length n L would be
to
w com to' f & m
substituted for L. Using k /p would require the pressure path length pL.
co
Considering that the incident radiation I (0) is zero, I (L) would be the spectral
co to
radiation emitted from the slab. The total radiation from a broadened line would
then be
^T , { r i v j , (3.34)
For the case of the absorption of incident radiation by the same slab and path, the
energy absorbed per unit projected area and unit solid angle due to the broadened line
is, with I (L) being solely attenuated incident radiation,
rMcJ)iMci-e:W5L)d05 (3-">
Both equations (3.34) and (3.35) assume Atosufficiently small such that the spectral
intensity in the integral may be approximated by the value at line center to:-
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Both equations (3.34) and (3.35) have the same spectral integral, called the
equivalent or effective line width A=,
The above A. is strictly for the spectral line centered at to. and has units of wave
number. The name, equivalent line width, comes from the concept that if another
line existed, rectangular in shape, and yielding total absorption (kuL
*
), and gave
the same I or Ia as (3.34) or (3.35), its spectral width Ato'would equal A-. For
eXamPl6' ' "k^C^L
lo-I^S(l-e--^)aCO
A. CO
' (3.37)
CCO ; ) A ^
- A CO
Therefore,
a co' = \ (i-e-W^d^ ass)
Using the relation for kw .( w) from equation (3.24) for the Lorentz profile in
(3.36) yields the following, after integration where bL = bc + bN,
A. = 2 ir bL n[30(i n) -rtjCi H)] (3.39)
Here n= S.L/2Trt>L. 3Q and J, are Bessel functions of order zero and one,
respectively.
The asymptotic forms are readily obtained.
a.u.1 =aVs,Lb,. ,71**1-
("0)
This is the square root limit for a strong line (large S- and small bL).
A.(L) = S.L, nl (3-^1)
This is the linear limit for a weak line (small S^ and large bL). This last limit is,
however, valid not only for a weak line of the Lorentz profile but for optically
thin
conditions for any other profile, series of lines, or absorption model. This is true
because, for small optical paths, k^ ( w)L 1, which yields
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-k . (co>L ( l .(u^LV
1-e '> = l-C 1 -k .c^L^Uwl, J""0/ NW'J Z'1 (3.42)
~ k^c^L
Therefore,
Aj(L) = L 5__ k Cu3)d(co-co.,= LS^J (3.43)
In a similar fashion, the equivalent line widths can be developed for isolated
spectral lines of the Doppler and combination Doppler-Lorentz profiles.
3.10 Narrow-Band Models
Narrow-band models use specific values of line half-width, line spacing, and line
profiles, or intensities, that are valid over narrow spectral intervals or portions of a
wider band. The two best known models are the Elsasser and the Mayer-Goody
statistical models.
The Elsasser model uses a series of Lorentz lines of identical profile, intensity,
spacing, and half-width. The absorption coefficient within the narrow-band at wave
number to will be the summation of all the other contributions to k at to by integral
multiples of the line spacing, d. This is expressed, using (3.24), as
S; b. S^ 1
k6J(ai) ~ TC- Z_ bZ +( oo-u)0nd)1 (3.44)
r\-o >-
where co is the wave number at band center, and S- is still the intensity of an
individual line. Using complex functions, Elsasser arrived at this exact expression for
the summation:
K"Cu^ d cosh ( rt (3 /Z) ~ COS C7tz/sO (3.45)
where o -
M- ku and -^ H- ClQ-GJ0')
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The equivalent bandwidth, or band absorptance, for a band of n lines, noting the
periodicity of k^ (w) over each line Spacing, is, using
-k,.NCtO)L
-s <
to"
)clCO
(3.46)
the following:
A=n C 1 -exp
-*.
-SvL sinh (ftft/gQ
. o s. KC'Jt(3/a) - C05(7t z/2. )_
)c^co-tu3)
(3.47)
This results in
-
-
A
_
A - a - l-H\ exp
-u s'mKiTt(3/& ~)
to-sh ( Jt(3/a") - cos(7tz/z. ")
dz
(3.48)
where u = S-L/d and AQ = nd.
The linear limit for weak lines, u << 1, readily follows from equation (3.47) to
yield
A = S.L/d = u, u L (3.49)
The large path limit is
"A = l, u>>1 (3.50)
This implies toted absorption within the narrow-band due to the regular spacing and
constant intensity of the lines of the Elsasser model. This limit will not prove to be
useful due to the importance of heat transfer in the band wings of more realistic
models, such as the exponential wide-band model.
For strong non-overlapping lines, equation (3.47) yields
A = er-f(l/zVTt(3u ), Pl,p->>1 (3.51)
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If additionally the lines are spaced far apart and are thin such that Bu << 1, the
strong non-overlapping limit will be the square root limit
A =T/P>U
'
, p>l>^ >> 1,(3^1 (3.52)
If g becomes very large, as from pressure broadening, the line structure will be
smeared out, yielding
A = 1 - e_u, B 1 (3.53)
Here Sj/d will equal S/Aq where S is the intensity of the entire band.
The Elsasser model is a good representation for diatomic molecules such as CO
and NO which exhibit regularly spaced spectral lines. Polyatomic molecules such as
C02 and H20, however, have randomly distributed lines in their absorption bands.
These bands may be represented by a probability distribution of line intensities and
locations. Such a statistical model is called the Mayer-Goody model. Since regularly
spaced lines have less overlapping, the Elsasser model always yields greater
absorption than the statistical.
The statistical model yields the same weak line limit, (3.49), and square root
limit, (3.50), as the Elsasser model, using values of u and & based on mean values of
line width and intensity. The strong non-overlapping limit of (3.51) does not apply.
Here A will depend on an exponential function rather than the error function.
3.11 Rigid Rotor, Harmonic Oscillator Model
This model, described in [3.4J , is useful for deriving limiting expressions for
equivalent line width based on a semirealistic molecular model. For a rigid rotor,
harmonic oscillator, per Penner Q.f] , the variation of spectral line intensity with
rotational quantum number j is
C = JLfa&- .Kp(-^^1)
k*T l V k"I
'
(3.54)
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where h, B, and cn are as previously defined. S is the intensity or integrated
absorption coefficient of the entire band and k* is Boltzmann's constant. Using
(3.54), the equal line spacing of 2B for the rigid rotor, and k. . = S./d = S./2B in the
>J J J
definition of band absorptance (3.46) (where the bandwidth Aw = AQ is an arbitrary
effective bandwidth due to the asymptotic approach to zero of line intensity in the
band wings) allows various limits to be derived.
The linear limit of (3.49) is valid for all models. The large path limit is
A = 2V!n > 0 >>1 (3-55)
The square root limit for strong, non-overlapping, widely spaced lines is
A-Z.0(bV^7
> (31, % l,(Jul
(3.56)
It is important to emphasize here that the line structure parameter B appears only in
the square root limit. The linear and large path limits depend only on u = SL/AQ, a
function of path length and band intensity.
3.12 Exponential Wide-Band Model
Edwards and co-workers developed, in a series of papers [3.7J , J_3.8j, [3.9J ,
[3.10J and others, the exponential wide-band model and supporting correlations and
data. This model involves reordering the rotational lines in a vibration-rotation band
so that the line intensities decrease exponentially away from band center <g for a
symmetrical band or from the band head for folded lines. Using this concept, in
(3.7] , Edwards and Menard developed the first band absorptance correlation, in the
form of a three-piece analytic interpolation, to satisfy the linear, square root, and
large path limits in the following forms, respectively: A = u, A = 2/@uJ and A = In u.
The first two limits agree with those of the rigid rotor, harmonic oscillator model
with the large path limit being valid for nonrigid rotors.
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The variation of the mean line intensity to spacing ratio is given by
cQ2
= S./d = Cj/Cj exp (-|to - to0|/C3) (3.57)
The line structure parameter is given by
B* = B*2Pe= C22/(4C1C3) Pe (3.58)
The constants C,, C2, and C* are functions.for a given gas, of temperature only. P
is the effective line broadening pressure which is a function of the absorbing gas
partial pressure and the broadening gas partial pressure. B* (to,T) is a line width
parameter equal to ( ir 2bg/d) where bn is the line half-width at one atmosphere and d
is independent of pressure. In [3.10] , Edwards and Balakrishnan report a new
correlation based on the quantum-mechanical behavior of a vibration-rotation band.
They state that C. is the integrated band intensity S = OA^S./d dw over the entire
band, which they now call a. C- is the bandwidth of the spectral interval where S-/d
is greater than 1/e of its maximum value and is thus equivalent to An. The constant
C, is equal to Ot aAQ g*) . The initial use of C. , C2, and C, was to emphasize the
empirical nature of the correlation made in the earlier investigations. The
exponential wide-band model may then be expressed as
Sj_ = j- exp[- z| to-c00|/ A0]
for a symmetrical band with center Wq.
Si. - SL exp[
" (<Oo-^VAoJAo
and
^;_ Si ^^V A 1
X
"
Ao rL J
are for bands with an upper and lower bandhead at 10q, respectively.
(3.60)
(3.61)
(3.62)
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3.13 The Box Model
This model approximates a vibration-rotation band by developing an average
absorption coefficient as follows:
\ k fuOdco = S(T)
^
'"
Aco
AC
(3-63)
where S(T) and Ato, the effective bandwidth, are functions of temperature. Note
Figure 3-6 which shows the box model for the fundamental vibration-rotation band of
CO at 2140 . Since this model totally neglects line structure, it should only be
used for moderate and high pressures. With important radiative heat transfer
occurring in the band wings (in the case of the large path limit for real gases), where
the gas is neither transparent nor opaque, the box model proves to be an unrealistic
model.
3.14 Continuous Band Absorptance Correlations
Edwards et al {3.7J , (~3.8J presented a three-piece correlation using the
exponential wide-band variation of mean line intensity as discussed in sub-section
3.12. The first continuous correlation was proposed by Tien and Lowder [3.1 1J and
was developed, not on a model of band strucure, but to satisfy five limiting conditions
and give agreement to the correlations of Edwards and Menard. The square root limit
was not one of the conditions and consequently the correlation does not reduce to it
for the case expressed in equation (3.52). The form of the correlation is
A(u) = !n[uf@) ((o +z)/[u +fcf ()] )+ 1 ] (3-64)
where ^ = c^ [ t _ exp ( -2l60 <20] (3'65)
Additional correlations are those of Goody and Belton j_3.12j , valid only for
small B,
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Figure 3-6 Box Model for Vibrational Transition of CO at 2140cm"1 with
Individual Lines Sufficiently Pressure Broadened to Allow Uniform
Variation of k / p (from reference [3.19])
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1 (u+4 (3.66)
(3.67)
A(u^) = 2 in |^i + (-0+^yi
and Cess and Tiwari j_3.13J ,
Edwards and Balakrishnan [3.9] give the following correlation based on their
formulation of slab band absorptance, valid for large ft
A(u) = in(u) + E^u) +X + lA-E^co) 0.68)
where ^n(u) is an exponential integral function of order n and y is the Euler-
Masheroni constant, 0.5772156...
A detailed comparison of these correlations and others, such as those of Felske
and Tien |3.14] , Tiwari and Batki [3.15J , for their effect upon actual radiative
processes is given by Tiwari |3.16j . He formulates solutions using seven different
correlations for two different problems: one for a stagnant real gas with a uniform
interval heat source between two slabs with radiation the sole mechanism of energy
transfer (non-conductive gas), and the second for a real gas flowing laminarly
between two slabs with uniform wall heat flux. Tiwari strongly recommends that
Tien and Lowder's correlation (3.64) be avoided at low pressures and be used for
moderate and high pressures only for gases with uniform line structure (e.g. diatomic
molecules such as CO) that may be modeled by the Elsasser band model as mentioned
in Sub-section 3.10.
3.15 Use of the Exponential Kernel Substitution to Derive Linear and Large Path
Limits
As reported in (3.17], (3.18J , J3.19J, and J3.4J , Cess and Tiwari used
exponential approximations for the exponential integral functions,
z(+<) C=L 3/if *xp(~3V2 ^ (3-69>
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E,l*-) - YZ e*p(-**'/z)
to substitute into the integrated equation for radiative heat transfer for the slab
geometry. (This was also done by Habib and Greif for the cylindrical geometry
[3.20].)
Using the relation that
^A'C,) = AkJ^ ^pt-k^Cool-y) dco (WO
and equations (3.69) and (3.70), the radiative flux equations are put into terms of
A*(u.) where Uj is the dimensionless path length
u'<-
~ Col P7 = Sup^f/AoL a72)
where S. is the integrated absorption of the i band based on k /p as given by (3.21).1 co
Cess and Tiwari investigated the optically thin (linear) and large path
(logarithmic) limits, using the small temperature linearization,
'l
where T. is a reference wall temperature. They found, for a multi-band gas, that the
ability of a gas to radiate thermal energy is dependent on the following: for the
optically thin limit,
K=t St(T)(^) (3.74)
d*afc| s (3J5)
L=l
and for the large path limit
H = r\J -%&)L-i- QL IT|?F
They found, based on the magnitudes of real gas properties, that, for example, C02 is
the most capable radiative transmitter of radiative energy at the optically thin limit
while the poorest at the large path limit when compared to HjO, CH^, and CO. This
is due to the respective values of K and H.
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SECTION 4:
Literature Review on Subject of
Flow of Absorbing-Emitting Gases through
Circular Pipes
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Nomenclature to Section 4
Many of the following symbols have definitions immediately followed by the numbers
of sub-sections. This indicates that the particular definition is pertinent to those
sub-sections only. Definitions without these references to sub-sections are the
definitions commonly used throughout Section 4.
A^ area zone, 4.1
A effectiveness, (T0~Ti)/(Tw-Ti), 4.1
A, A. total band absorptance or equivalent band width
A, A. dimensionless band absorptance, A/A
AQ bandwidth
A*= ;(x'; ;) axial band absorptance, 4.13, 4.14, 4.15d,I 1,J
A*
. integrated band absorptance, 4.13, 4.14, 4.15a,i
Bo Boltzmann number
C, coefficient of friction, 4.14, 4.15
C heat capacity
C correlation constant, S(T)/A
D diameter
D (x) exponential integral function for cylindrical geometry
e total emissive power
e. total blackbody emissive powerb
e spectral emissive power, blackWeJy
cob
f(r - ?), f(s) gas-to-gas exchange factor, 4. 1o
F(r,g ) function defined in 4.3
G mass flux, 4.1
g(s) surface-to-gas exchange factor, 4.1
cN
rm
T,w
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GjGi gas-to-gas exchange factor, 4.16
hww, hee'hwe surface-to-surface exchange factors, 4. 1
h convective heat transfer coefficient, 4.4, 4.11
h enthalpy, 4.8
Hi parameter, A^de^, -JdT)
Iv , 1^ spectral intensity
*w>to spectral wall radiative intensity, 4.2
'v b' W> spectral blackbody radiative intensity
3W(R)> \AW) spectral wall radiosity, 4.9, 4.11
k gray volumetic absorption coefficient, 4.1, 4.16
k^ spectral mass absorption coefficient
k (T, Tw) modified Planck mean absorption coefficient, 4.4,Jft k^C ' )J^CT^JQtO
k I I J Planck mean absorption coefficient, 4.4. ( . ,_.. ,_v i
L length ebCT)
m mass flow rate, 4.2
M parameter,
N radiation-conduction parameter, X /D/fc Tw ), 4.1
parameter, ^/l,. ( d IULb / d T )/f *R )
4.14, 4.15
Nu Nusselt number, hDA
Nuc
convective Nusselt number, 4.14, 4.15
NuR Radiative Nusselt number, 4.14, 4.15
Pr Prandtl number
p pressure
Prt e M/e H, 4.14, 4.15
Preff (1 +e MA>
)/(Pr_1
+ Pr"!t(e MA> )), 4.14, 4.15
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Q heat generation per unit volume
q^ -t heat transfer absorbed by wall surface zone i emitted by zone
m, 4.1
q /. .v heat transfer from gas zone (i,j) to area zone m, 4.1U,j/* m
q j net amount of radiative heat transfer to wall zone i, 4.1
q : net amount of convective heat transfer to wall zone i, 4.1
R radial
q ' radial component of radiative heat flux, 4.2
q ' axial component of radiative heat flux, 4.2
R
* to spectral radiative heat flux
q total radiative heat flux
c R
qw total wall heat flux, q w + q w , 4.4
q total heat flux
R th
q . radiative heat flux of i absorption band
R..,"r*
position vectors, 4.1
R maximum (inside) tube radius
Re Reynolds number, r jjy
R turbulent Reynolds number, 1/C^ /g> PveD
S integrated band absorption or intensity
St Stanton number, ry CpC^ Um) . ^-16
S.g"
surface-to-gas exchange factor, 4.16
T temperature
T surface temperature, 4.1, 4.16
s
T. inlet temperature, 4.1
T wall temperature, 4.1
w
TR bulk temperature
T* (T-Tw)/(QR2/2X), 4.14, 4.15
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Tf reference temperature
T gas bulk temperature, 4.16
T0 reference temperature, 4.5
TQ outlet temperature, 4.1
u local axial velocity, 4.2, 4.8, 4.9
u dimensionless distance, C Pr, 4.5, 4.9' o
u+
Wixjf ** *-6
um mean axial velocity
v volume, 4.1
v local radial velocity, 4.8
W. parameter,A^^^V^ b/dT), 4.14, 4.15
x axial dimension
x dimension defined in Figure 4-8a, 4.3
y radial distance, R-r, 4.4, 4.5
y+ dimensionless radial distance, A^T^JO/V , 4.4, 4.5
a angle defined in 4.3
a k/(cCp);4.4, 4.9
a integrated absorption coefficient of i absorption band, 4.13,
4.14,4.15
a mean gas absorptivity, 4.17
g angle defined in 4.3
Y angle defined in 4.3
e eddy diffusivity of heat, 4.4, 4.6H
e eddy diffusivity of momentum, 4.4M
E mean wall emissity, 4.9
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e* U-e H/a), 4.14, 4.15
eg mean gas emissivity, 4.16
n cross-sectional coordinate, 4.1
H r/R, 4.9, 4.11, 4.13
H dummy variable, 4.3
8 angle defined in 4.3
6 T/TQ defined in 4.8, 4.16
6T (T-Tw)/(qRA ), 4.9, 4.10
9
bT <TB " Tw)/(clRA >. *'9
6TT 1-T/Tw, 4.11, 4.12
X thermal conductivity
u cosa, 4.3
u absolute viscosity
v frequency
v kinematic viscosity, 4.4, 4.14, 4.15
K cross-sectional coordinate, 4.1
p density
P spherical distance, 4.3
O" Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 4.1
t gray optical diameter, 4.1
t wall shear stress, 4.4
T local shear stress, 4.6
T R . optical thickness, X". ? , 4.13, 4.14, 4.15
t . wall layer effective transmissivity, 4.14, 4.15
H solid angle, 4.3
to wave number
Au) bandwidth, 4.8
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4.0 Introduction
The intent of Section 4 is to provide a comprehensive and detailed review of the
published papers that concern, specifically, the interaction of radiative heat transfer
with conduction and convection for the flow of real gases in circular pipes. The
preceding Sections 1, 2, and 3 are intended as independent introductions to, respec
tively, heat transfer in circular pipes, macroscopic radiative interactions with partic
ipatory media, and absorption-emission models of real gases.
Not all the pertinent works concerning the topic of Section 4 are discussed in
the sub-sections of the following literature review. A number of Ph.D. dissertations
and papers published with limited circulation have not been reviewed along with
others of which this author is unaware. Additionally, excellent general references on
radiative interactions with boundary layer flow, e.g., Cess [4.33], Viskanta [4.34], are
not reviewed. Nonetheless, the present format is intended to allow the reader to
review most of the literature with an emphasis on the authors' assumptions, physical
model, boundary conditions, and methods of solution. An effort has been made to
use, as much as is practical, a set of consistent symbols.
The first published work on the interaction of radiation with convection in
circular pipe flow is by Adrianov and Shorin J4.29J who consider the coupled radiation
and convection of a gray gas of uniform absorptivity flowing and being cooled by a
circular tube. Although the attenuation of emission from gas volume elements by the
gas is considered, radiative exchange between gas volume elements is neglected. Re-
emission is thus neglected. This paper is not reviewed here. Einstein (_4.ljuses the
zoning techniques of Hottel and Cohen to yield total heat transfer and temperature
distributions for a gray gas flowing in parabolic or slug flow in a tube with a length-
to-diameter ratio of 5. Gas absorptivity is assumed independent of temperature.
DeSoto and Edwards [4.3lJ give an uncoupled analysis for the
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laminar flow of a nongray, nonisothermal gas in the entrance of a black-walled tube.
The analysis uses a radiant heat flux distribution computed from a known forced-
convection temperature distribution. In [4.2J, reviewed here, DeSoto provides a
coupled analysis which includes, notably, the effect of the axial temperature gradient
on the radiant heat flux distribution. An exponential wide-band model is used to
analyze the nongray gas's absorption-emission. Kesten in [4.3]provides equations for
the radial component of spectral radiative heat flux for the cylindrical geometry.
The equations are expressed in terms of a temperature-dependent absorption with
temperature variation occurring in the radial direction only. Landram, Greif, and
Habib [4.4J consider the heat transfer, with fully developed turbulent flow, of a
radiating optically thin gas using the Planck mean and modified Planck mean coef
ficients. Habib and Greif [4.5J develop equations for nongray radiative heat transfer
in a cylindrical medium using an exponential approximation and the assumption of a
absorption coefficient uniform throughout the medium. They follow in [4.6] with an
experimental and theoretical study of turbulent flow of a nongray gas, CO-, in a
circular tube. Chiba and Greif |4.7j report on the turbulent flow of steam in a tube
using a similar procedure. Pearce and Emery in [4.|]solve the heat transfer for the
laminar flow of gray and nongray (via
"box"
model) gases in the entrance of a black-
walled pipe. Tiwari and Cess [4.9] report on the coupled heat transfer of gray and
nongray gas in circular tubes for fully developed laminar flow with uniform wall heat
flux. Variable wall emissivity is considered and nongray results given for the large
path limit. In J4.17J Chiba and Greif, and in [4. 18JWassel and Edwards caution the
use of the radiative heat flux equation number (27) of Kesten [4.3] and formulations
based upon it in [4.5J, [4.6J, J4.7J, [4.9J that use an approximation valid only in the
optically thick limit. Sotak (4.10] considers natural convection effects in an experi
mental study of the interaction of radiation and convection at very low values of wall
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heat flux in circular tubes. Lee in [4.l[| uses spectral radiative heat flux expressions
based on an equation of Kesten [4.3] that is not limited to the optically thick case. In
[4.12], Lee, Jeng and Dewitt consider the optically thin and optically thick limits for
radiative heat transfer with nongray gases. Wassel and Edwards [4.13] formulate
radiative heat flux equations in terms of axial band functions based on the
exponential wide-band absorption model. Wassel, Edwards, and Catton [4. 14] and
Wassel and Edwards [4.1J] use these equations for laminar and turbulent pipe flow
with internal heat generation or wall heat flux conditions, respectively. Finally,
Nakra and Smith in [4.16] use Hottel and Cohen's zoning technique to find the heat
transfer for real gases using a mean absorption constant based on a "mixture of gray
gases" model and using a superposed value of convective heat transfer. A search
through available literature did not reveal additional works on this subject published
after [4. 16].
4.1 "Radiant Heat Transfer to Absorbing Gases Enclosed in a Circular Pipe with
Conduction, Gas Flow and Internal Heat Generation," J4.f], T. H. Einstein, 1963
Einstein uses the gas-to-surface and gas-to-gas view factor methods of Hottel
to determine the heat transfer to a gray uniformly absorbing-emitting gas enclosed in
a finite length black circular tube. Although the present literature review distinctly
concerns the radiation interactions of real gases with their highly spectrally
dependent radiative properties, a review of Einstein's work is included due to its
historical and much referenced significance and the generality of its method of a
analysis. Einstein's work considers the interaction of radiation, conduction, convec
tion, and distributed heat generation throughout the gas, with all conditions axisym-
metric. Momentum interactions are not considered with axially constant parabolic
and slug flow velocity profiles being specified at the inlet sections of the pipe.
Figure 4-1 shows the cylindrical pipe of finite length L and diameter D. Inside
surfaces are black and the ends of the pipe are porous black disks that represent the
thermal environment external to the pipe.
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The following integro-differential equation is the governing energy equation for
an infinitesimal amount of mass contained within volume element dv located at
position rQ within the pipe:
^fko-T (r0) +G,Cp ^ r ^?Vr-57-z>l ?i r r0 r r0
= kr(faTV)fc7-f^dv + kU(rTs\r)qC^-r0OdA +Qc"^
JM J (4.1)
The first term on the left side of the equation (4.1) is the rate of radiative energy
emitted per unit volume at r . The second term is the rate of enthalpy increase per
unit volume. The third term is the negative divergence of conductive heat flux in the
radial direction. (As is often done, the axial component is neglected.) The triple
integral represents the radiation absorbed at position r as a result of emission from
the remaining gas in the tube. The quantity f (r - ) is the gas-to-gas exchange
factor from position7 to r*. The double integral is the radiation absorbed at7 as a
result of emission from the enclosures which include the inside cylindrical and end
surfaces of the pipe with g (r - f
' ) being the surface-to-gas exchange factor.
The solution to this equation is obtained by Einstein with the following
approximate method: The interior volume and surfaces of the pipe are divided into a
finite number of gas volume zones and surface zones as shown in Figure 4-2. The
governing energy equation is represented by a system of algebraic equations. The
interior gas volume is divided into fifty gas-ring zones of constant rectangular cross-
section with ten equal divisions in the axial direction and five equal divisions in the
radial direction. The zones are all toroidal rings with the exception of the zones at
the pipe centerline which are cylinders of 0.2 diameter. The cylinder inner surface is
divided also into ten equal surface zones of cylindrical shape. The two end surfaces
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are divided into annular zones of constant width equal to 0.2 times the pipe radius.
The innermost surface zone here is a circle.
An approximate solution to the governing energy equation (4.1) is developed by
writing energy-balance equations on all the infinitesimal volume elements, assumed,
in an approximate fashion, to have locations at the center of the cross-section of
each gas zone. The temperature distribution is now solved, and with this information,
the net heat flux for each surface can be determined.
Temperatures for all the surfaces are specified and are uniform over each
surface zone. The distribution, however, may vary in a stepwise manner between
surface zones in Einstein's model. Similarly, heat generation per unit volume is
uniform for each gas zone but may vary also in a stepwise manner.
For a typical gas zone located at a point (i,j) where i and j denote the axial
position i and radial position j, the energy equation in finite difference form becomes
,, -r h r r* Ti+i.j -Tl-i.i _ _ ( Tc.,wi->Tc,j-v -ZTl.i NJfkcrT.. +GiCp iA n.
J M 5r* )
- 14 ( rA^'A^4i&"T^A^<^
+ k*T^(vC?-rVdA
PI 1 w
+ k^fi<rTeJn^(rn-^i)aA
= 1,2,5,. ..10 and j = 1, z.,3 ,H,5 ("-2)-or l
~R. . is the position vector at the center of the cross-section of gas zone (i,j) while
"r*
is the position vector for a point in an infinitesimal sub-volume of the gas
m,n r
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zone (m,n). The subscript 1 in the last term specifies the two end surfaces of the
pipe. The factor f (r^ - Ri .) is the gas-to-gas exchange factor between an
infinitesimal sub-volume represented by a toroidal ring of infinitesimal length dx and
width dr in the gas zone (m,n) and the infinitesimal volume located in the center of
the cross-section of gas zone (i,j) at position vector R. .. Similarly g-./rL - ;) is
i,j w m i,j
the gas-to-surface exchange factor between an infinitesimal surface area of width dx
at position r on the rrf end-surface zone and the infinitesimal gas volume at R- j.
The temperatures in the gas zones are allowed by Einstein to vary linearly to
approximate the continuity of temperature. As mentioned, there is no circumferen
tial variation. The rectangular cross-section is described by a rectangular coordinate
system (5 n ) with an origin at the center of the cross-section. The two-dimensional
variation of emissive power in the cross-section of the zone (m,n) is represented as
TU.m = -C.n + ( T^n
~
TJU )^
+ ( T* * - T
"
)% <*v 'm,n 1 ro.n ' lo
where
is the length of the zone cross-section and n 0 the width. See Figure 4-2b which
includes an example. T . and Tm . are temperatures at the centers ofr m+ i,n m,n l
adjacent zones. This temperature relationship is used within the integrals to develop
values of the exchange factors and allows the temperature terms to be pulled out of
the integrals such that the integration process becomes independent of temperature
and a function of geometry only.
Once the gas exchange integrals are evaluated, these integrals become coeffi
cients of the emissive power terms. This generates a system of fifty energy-balance
equations in fifty unknowns since surface temperatures are specified. If flow and
heat conduction are not considered the system of equations is linear in T and may be
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solved by familiar matrix methods. If, however, these processes are included, the
equations become non-linear and an interative method such as the Newton-Raphson
technique could be employed.
The heat transfer to the surfaces of the pipe consists of transfer between the
surfaces and transfer between surfaces and gas zones. The direct radiant exchange
from surface to surface involves three types of exchange integrals. The first is for
exchange between two cylindrical surface zones on the inside of the pipe. The
radiative heat transfer is expressed by
This equation represents thermal radiation that is absorbed by wall surface zone i
that is emitted by wall surface zone m. The radiative exchange between a wall
surface ring of infinitesimal width and area dA at position r on wall zone m and
another ring of area dA. at r; in wall zone i is expressed by exchange factor h (7 -11 \p/\V III
IT).
The other two types of radiative exchange are expressed by the following two
similar integral equations:
%Ar-A\iz-^-rA^ (4.5)
w
= *T;Ai><CT^)dA~dA; <->
In these above two equations, \J?U -7) expresses the radiative transfer between
annular ring of infinitesimal area dA at position r in end zone n and another infini
tesimal ring area dA- at position7 in end zone j at the other end of the pipe.
Similarly, the exchange factor h^r^ - 7=) expresses radiative transfer between
an
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infinitesimal wall surface rings of area dA_ atT*. in zone m and infinitesimalmm
annular rings of area dA. at7- in end surface zone j.
The exchange between gas zones and surface zones involves an expression
similar to the gas surface exchange integrals in the governing energy equation (4.1)
but requires integration over the entire gas zone rather than just to an infinitesimal
volume located at the center of the gas zone cross-section as follows:
R
% CCj)-m J :IA.
'r*i
crT^f.n^C^-rtpdv^
Vc.i (4.7)
With these relations, and assuming uniform exchange from the infinitesimal
sub-volumes dv. . over the wall surface zone m, Einstein presents the total radiative
exchange to a surface zone i as follows:
= 1 T
Z 5
-wm
'Am JJW Mi
+ ^^lcrTe;4AjAihw(rm-r!)dA.dA1
m,n
-A- b-T (>
Here q- represents the net amount of thermal radiation transferred to wall zone i. If
this quantity is positive, energy must be removed externally to maintain steady-state
equilibrium.
The additional mode of conductive heat transfer to wall surface i is expressed
by
%C-
~ ~ALA r
r=r>
(4.9)
The value of the temperature gradient is obtained by fitting a parabola to the tem
peratures of the wall surface zone and the first and second gas zones away from the
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wall. The term q . is added to q*S to yield the net total heat transfer to the wall
surface zone.
The governing energy equation (4.1) is solved by Einstein numerically for a pipe
with a length to diameter ratio of 5, range of optical diameters from t =0.2 to
To=10.0 and a variety of gas flow rates, velocity profiles, and internal heat source
conditions. By neglecting internal heat generation, Einstein expresses the governing
energy equation as
ufT/T f 4 ^- 3(T/jJ _ (A/D) rk -^JifsA^C^}4 c / '~ ;
x^TZ TC+To) ^t3 ^Cr/D)[lo )zcr/D)_
= \\\(T/TT{cT)6v -r \\(.T/TTc^ T)6/K (,.io)
The integrals on the right may be expressed as functions of optical diameter and L/D
ratio. The solution to this equation is determined by the following dimensionless
parameters: t , (L/D), GC /(a T 3), (X /D)/(a T 3), and the inlet condition (T./T ).
The dimensionless parameter GC /(a T ) is the Boltzmann number Bo while
(X /D)/(a T ) is the radiation-conduction parameter N
Einstein's results for radiative transfer to a nonconducting (N =0) gas in slug
flow are shown in Figure 4-3 with Bo as a parameter and t as a variable. The
ordinate of the curves expresses A = (TQ - Tp/(Tw - T^ which is a measure of the
effectiveness of radiative heat transfer to the gas. It is seen that for a given Bo,
effectiveness increases to a maximum at a certain t then decreases. Ast
increases from zero, radiative heat transfer becomes an active mechanism for adding
energy to the gas. As t further increases, however,
"self-shielding"
of the gas will
start to occur where much of the radiation from the pipe wall is absorbed near the
wall and about one-half is re-emitted isotropically back to the wall and reabsorbed.
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Figure 4-3 Heat Exchange Effectiveness vs. Gas Opacity (from reference
[4.1])
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4.2 "Coupled Radiation, Conduction, and Convection in Entrance Region Flow,"
[4.f|, Simon Desoto, 1968
In this paper, Desoto reports on an analytical model used to investigate coupled
radiative and convective heat transfer for a real nongray, nonisothermal gas in pipe
flow. Although the flow is considered hydrodynamically developed, density is allowed
to vary with temperature. Flow is laminar. Both the radial and axial components of
radiative heat flux are included in this analysis. The pipe wall is maintained at a
constant wall temperature.
Momentum considerations are removed by the assumption of hydrodynamically
developed, steady flow. As is common, the axial component of conductive heat flux
is neglected, although that of the radiative heat flux is retained. Desoto assumes
thermal conductivity to be constant while density varies according to the perfect gas
law. Internal heat generation is not considered. The local mass velocity is allowed to
vary according to
pu =("&")( 1 - rVRO
2. rh
(4.11)
where, for the balance of Sub-section 4.2, u is, local axial velocity. Desoto then
expresses the governing energy equation by the following:
, . / \ R- , AXIAL
(#)(i-r'/ie)cv%, + &-
The radiative heat fluxes depend upon integrals that are developed in the
following manner: The equation of transfer is written in terms of the spectral mass
absorption coefficient as
PCS) k % IS) dS
w ^' (.13)
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The coordinate system for the radial component of radiative heat flux is shown in
Figure 4-4. Due to axisymmetry, an infinitesimal gas element with area dA normal
to the Y' axis (i.e. radial direction) may be located from r=0 to r=R. The origin of the
X'-Y'-Z' axes is located at the center of the area element at s=0 where s is a path
length occurring along a ray from the center of the area element.
The gas area element views two different pairs of intensity terms, one pair of
terms coming from above the
X'
-
Z'
plane,
I+
, and the other pair from below that
plane, I^j : Each intensity consists of attenuated intensity emitted by the gas along a
line of sight and attenuated intensity from the wall and end surfaces as follows:
I"
= I
"
+
I"
[ "'ok I , xp(-( pk ^dsOds
+ I exp(- \
wl
pk.,mds)
wi.oj 'Jo ' u3>m ' (4.14)
"-CO "*>, CAS J-t*S,WMLL
+ IwZ,to _xpC~ J0 ^ kco.m ds)
(4.15)
Note that intensity is evaluated at s=0 and integration is performed along a
direction
opposite to that of the direction of incoming radiation. This procedure is unlike the
integration direction used to develop the general integrated equation of transfer
(2.66).
The net radial component of spectral radiative heat flux is expressed by Desoto
as
R B.ADIM- R ,RA&IA^
K, RADIAL _ + Q - /CONT'D \
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Figure 4-4 Pipe Geometry (from reference [4.2])
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Figure 4-5 Geometry for the Radial Component of Radiation (from
reference [4.2])
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J<|> J " ^
' V
(4.16)
When integrated over spherical space and over all wave numbers, this yields
R, RADIAL R,H.ADIAL R^fcAOlAL
2 Jo J-Vz. J0 L IW2coe*pC-)0 ykwimds)
*
stn0 cos d0d(})cico
_
(
( sVa- rit/i r / C 5wi \
+ CW1
?k^-Iaib e^P
(- Jo ?k^rJs')cls]
*
sinG cosO d<9 dcfcdco
(4.17)
This same equation is used by Desoto for the net axial component of spectral
radiative heat flux by using a coordinate system as shown in Figure 4-5 and changing
the limits of integration of the variable9 and<t> .
A coordinate transformation to cylindrical coordinates is accomplished by the
following equations: For the radial component,
r =[ s2(
cos2G + gos2< sirfG) -sr'co^e+ r'2J (^18)
/y.c
= s sinG sin(|) + /S-0
(4.19)
For the axial component, the transformations are, using Figure 4-5,
r=[s
sin29 "sinBcosup 4
r'2]^
(4.20)
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/>lc
= S COS 6 + /vj-, (4.21)
To decrease computer time, Desoto further transformed the variables used for the
axial components into those represented in Figure 4-4 so that a single scanning
process over three-dimensional space could be used.
The integro-differential energy equation (4.12) is solved by Desoto using an
iterative numerical procedure. An initial temperature distribution is assumed such as
the Graetz solution. Then the radial and axial radiative heat fluxes are calculated
using equation (4.17) for the radial component and a similar equation for the axial
component. Integration is achieved via trapezoidal multiple integration. The net
radiative heat flux distribution is substituted into (4.12) which is solved by a finite
difference method to generate the first computed temperature distribution. Then a
new net radiative flux distribution is computed and the process iterated until con
vergence is achieved. Desoto states that four iterations were required to obtain the
results reported.
The exponential band model of Edwards and Menard for C02 is used to give
values of spectral mass absorption coefficients for the 2.7, 4.3, and 15 micron bands
and allows the determination of the temperature variation of the absorption coeffi
cient.
Temperature distributions are presented by Desoto as a function of radius and
axial location, with axial location and radius as parameters, respectively, in Figures
4-6 and 4-7. Constant values of C =0.285 Btu/lbm-F and X =0.03 Btu/hr-F-ft are
selected corresponding to a mean temperature of 1500R for COz with one
atmosphere pressure. A mass flow of 10 Ibm/hr in a 2 inch diameter tube 6 ft long is
used. Spectral optical diameters vary from nearly zero in the band wings to 52 at the
head of the 4.3 micron band at the selected inlet gas temperature of 530R. The
Reynolds number was 1000.
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Figure 4-6 Temperature Distribution for the Coupled Problem and the
Graetz Problem (from reference [4.2])
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Figure 4-7 Temperature Distribution for the Coupled Problem and the
fZ-rantr Pmh1*m (from T4.2])
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The inclusion of real gas absorptive-emissive properties affects the
temperature distribution profoundly. Noting the figures, it is seen that at all axial
and radial locations the temperatures for the coupled radiative-convective model are
substantially higher. Bulk temperatures are higher than those for the Graetz solution
throughout the pipe length for a given constant wall temperature boundary condition.
Also note from Figure 4-6 that at r=l inch for increased axial distances the
temperature gradient is less than that of the Graetz solution. Consequently, local
conductive heat flux at the pipe wall for the coupled case will be less than that for
the Graetz problem at all axial positions.
The net axial radiative component at positions greater than 6 inches into the
pipe was found to be negligible. Maximum values of the radial component of radia
tive heat flux occur at smaller radii at greater axial locations. Since the radial
component is with respect to radial area which varies with radius, a more useful
measure is the radiative heat transfer rate. Desoto indicates that the maximum rate
will occur at the interface between the "hot" boundary layer and the "cold" gas core.
As noted by Einstein in [4.1J, the hot thermal boundary layer will tend to
isotropically emit a portion of radiation back to the wall, although, per the Second
Law of Thermodynamics, the net radiation heat transfer is still toward the colder
core. This tends, however, to diminish the net radiative transfer rate at the pipe
wall. Conduction at the pipe wall will make up for the lowered radiative transfer
rate.
Desoto compares uncoupled radiative-convective solutions to the coupled model
and shows that the uncoupled model greatly overestimates both the radiative and
convective transfer rates at all axial positions. Values of the convective heat flux
for the Graetz problem are much smaller than the total heat flux for the coupled
radiative-convective model near the pipe inlet. The convective flux for the Graetz
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problem becomes greater than the coupled total heat flux value at greater
downstream locations due to the lower bulk temperature-wall temperature difference
at all axial locations for the coupled problem. At any axial position, the bulk
temperature of the gas is higher for the coupled model.
4.3 "Radiant Heat Flux Distribution in a Cylindrically-Symmetric Nonisothermal
Gas with Temperature-Dependent Absorption Coefficient," [4.5], A. S. Kesten,
1968
Kesten in this work develops integral equations for the radial component of the
net spectral radiative heat flux distribution as a function of radius in a long cylinder
with a black internal surface. The axial component may be neglected since, as
mentioned by Desoto [4.2], it has significant magnitude only near the pipe inlet where
a high axial temperature gradient may exist. The spectral absorption coefficient is
temperature dependent in this analysis and the temperature is assumed to vary only
in the radial direction. The resulting flux terms may be integrated over frequency to
yield total quantities once a temperature distribution and absorption model are
indicated. Since Kesten's equations are used in numerous later works and form the
basis to new approaches to the problem of radiative-convective interactions in pipe
flow, the following essay will give a particularly detailed development of the
mathematical analysis. For the ease of the reader, the mathematical steps will be
expanded beyond Kesten's already excellent and comprehensive exposition.
The spectral radiative equation of transfer for an absorbing-emitting gas in
local thermodynamic equilibrium is
_TJ dlv _ T _ J
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The net spectral radiative heat flux is found by integrating the component of inten
sity in the outward radial direction over all spherical space.
Kesten notes that for a cylindrically-symmetric medium it is convenient to
relate dl
v /ds to dl v /dr. For a particular value of r with such symmetry, Figure 4-
8a may be used to do this. Here a pencil of radiative energy travels along line AOB
which makes an angle a with a cross-sectional plane perpendicular to the cylinder's
axis. Path lengths may be projected onto this plan to yield a distance x and the
equation of transfer may be written in terms of x as
C05OC ^- = -I* I
The distance x is now related to r by using angle B which for any given line AOB is
constant. Using the law of cosines,
r*
= /Y_*+Rz-2olRcos
and then differentiating, yields
rdr = d/vL (/ - Rcos(3)
Solving for dx yields
d/i. = rdr _ r dr
(4.24)
(4.25)
rdr
VI
Substituting in x from equation (4.24) gives
d/t =- rdr[r2 - R? 2/^Rcosp " 2/^-RcosP 4 R^co^p ]Vz
no
Figure 4-8a
(from reference [4.3])
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Figure 4-8b
As y sweeps from y = 0 to y = 2tt, all contributions of intensity
converging at a given radial position r will be accounted for. x and x'
are variables of integration for given path of angle y.
Figure 4-8c Geometrical Considerations
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Figure 4-8d
Figure 4-8e
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Figure 4-8f
Geometrical Considerations
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where the sign is negative for 0*x<R cos 6 and positive for R cos 6 < x62 R cos 8 .
Now, let
P<r,p)=I>-RS;'p]VCrpfcVinJ (4.28)
and
M = to^ot
Using these two relations and equation (4.27), the equation of transfer (4.22) may be
written as
d Iv _ 1 J - - J I
forO< x < RcosB,
^'"tr.p;
dl U-
-r
dr ^FCrfi)
*V =
^Kr^
-1 vb
(4.30)
for R cos3<x2 R cosB .
Both the above equations may be integrated by using integrating factors. For
example, equation (4.29) may be multiplied by factor
to yield
e_x p
_
~ lvb
-
^Fcr,^ &XP[ HR FCr',p)J
By using the Leibniz formula for differentiating integrals of several variables and the
l ^Jr '^
chain rule,
4- *-*?dr '
'-1 C -4A-] - cr,pr-fd^ Id [--iTdr'
_
^ )R FCf',e)J
" P L ^k f(^&\&[* J FCr<e)_
/CONT'6 ON \
\Nt*T PACnt J
[ J* Jr. FCr'0)J| p. 7 [ FO\e>] ~ /xfLr^) /r
_* asi _ r i fr dr> i 1
e.x.p
l
0) (4.32)
Therefore, using this relation to simplify the left-hand side of equation (4.31) and
multiplying through by dr, we get
d^*phHR F(r^)]lv)= -^P[^~FC7^-Jlvb dr
for 0^x<R cos 3 .
Integrating from r=R to r=r, and noting that for the black wall I (R)=I h(R), yields,
|~
1 f r d r' "1
after multiplying through by fcxp[ ^u ^ FCr') J
I^Cr) = IVbCR.) ^p[^]R FCr',0)]
/L JR FCr'^) (4.
for 0 < x < R cos3 .
In a similar manner equation (4.30) is integrated after multiplying by the integrating
factor f I C
r dr' "I
~
fiXp
34)
exp
to get
IVCD= I
-f expl
r
r
rl
'
dr ]rr
-,LgJ^vg Fcr'.g)] exP[^JgsmP
F^)JlvbCr')dr^
for R cosB < x 2 R cosB .
FCr',0) (4.35)
Note Figure 4-8c which shows a schematic of the integration path. Iv (R sing ) is
evaluated from equation (4.34) as
Iv^Rsinp) = Ivb(R) *p A
dr
FCr',0)
/ COM T'D \
( CT4 wx T /
\P>C-.E /
Rsin -Rs.r\@
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-^xp[7ZjR FCr\fi)J e-^pl g Jr FCr,g) Jlvb^rO ^r,
/<- JR FCr',) (4.36)
Developing the net radiant heat flux component in the outward radial direction will
require a relation for the cosine of the angle between the outward normal to the
cylindrical surface and the intensity vector of a given pencil of radiation. The con
struction for this is shown in Figure 4-8b which shows that
Co-5.6 = - COS. c_OS#
(4.37)
Now, using the complement of angle a , a c, as the polar angle, and y as the
azimuthal angle, and with p as a spherical distance, an elemental solid angle dft is
shown in Figure 4-8d to be
dQ = dAF _ [q sinocc] dy
pd<*c
f* P*
= sino(CdV
dtC 0.38)
Integrating over spherical space, noting Figure 4-8e, yields the radial component of
radiative heat flux as
QK
=\ I, sinc*CdY
COsGciocc
^V Jo J "*-*
= \ ( Iv coscx dX (-cosodcosy)C-ci^) (ij.39)
Due to the axisymmetry with respect to they variable of integration, and
constant
conditions along the cylinder axis, the above
equation may finally be written as
=-M-)o \o Tv ccszcx a^dtfdcx. (M0)
From Figure 4-8f, it is apparent that radiation intensity, denoted by I ~, is directed
radially inward for 0^y<ir /2 and
0^x<R cosB . Intensity, denoted by IJ, is
directed radially outward for* /2<Y**
R cosB < x^2 R cosB .
Using, as seen in Figure 4-8a,
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r s i n ^ = R sin@
which yields after differentiation,
^^)( = y- C05pd(3
and transforming limits of integration,
o*= O -? (3 = ("S: sinO ) = O
tf =3T '' P = ( ^ sinTt ") = 0
equation (4.40) is expressed by Kesten as s |n-in
(4.41)
(4.42)
"7"
J cos cxdodT>v =
~
)0 ^"""Ll^ttPW^Jj^
= "^ lo C0S2o^do.Jo ( Iv+-I7)cos|?el0
np f^n-'^? j-Tt/2.
= ** ]o cos e Jo c r^ - i - ) cc^cv d^ d p (*>
Into this equation, Kesten substitutes the relations for intensity equations
(4.34), (4.35), and (4.36). Before doing this, he defines an integral function, similar to
the exponential integral function used for flat plate geometries, peculiar to the
cylindrical geometry, as follows:
ft/2.
DnCa j = \ cosnloc exp(-^r) doc (4.44)
When placing the first term on the right-hand side of equation (4.34) into the
operation f lyZ,r> z
I l *-<ACO*s <* doc
we get yz
_ C R _d20_
vot
/CSNI'O \
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= Tv^ E>s [C dnFC7il(3)
Similarly, the second term of equation (4.34),noting that
may be placed into the same operation to yield
1 *t"" fir F "p^^ fejlLtkini:' 1
-
fR i tfr-> re*71 (i-D r-f -i*2 -
The sum of equations (4.45) and (4.46) yields
(4.45)
(3)
d<*
(4.46)
Jr Fcr'.fM 2L ir F^I.WJ
Similar manipulations of terms in equation (4.35) yield
These relations are now substituted into equation (4.43) to yield the following
equation for the net outwardj-adial component of spectral radiative heat flux:
L "F^)J "D3Ljr TOn&l)
Jr F^r'^) L Jr F(r\,f3) J
R
+
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I^Cr')
'Rsih^
FCr'^) ot ft dTLFO|,(J) j FGltf)i
r'
dvi <*''d (4.49)
Kesten explains the physical meaning of the above terms by first selecting a
path along a diameter of the cylinder and through the point of interest r. Then B=0
and R sin B = 0. The first three terms involving I fa(R) represent heat flux from the
cylinder wall attenuated by the gas. The fourth term gives the positive outward con
tribution of the absorbing-emitting gas between the center of the cylinder and r. The
fifth term gives the inward, thus negative, contribution of gas between the wall and r.
The last pair of terms gives the radiation emitted and attenuated by the gas between
the wall and the center of the cylinder.
Noting that the right-hand side of (4.49) becomes indeterminate as R
approaches infinity (since the upper limit of integration r/r approaches zero),
one may transform the equation into terms of y using equation (4.41). Noting Figure
4-8e and using as limits of integration,
-1
0 = r/ft -* y = Tt/Z
Q = o -* * = o
7j = R ^inp r sin "^
the equation becomes, following [4.13],
-7r/2
% cos If
f'V.c-rOdr'l
_D \C avCe') 6rZ)Z LjCOftfry\r cos*"J DLir J^pliB, '
nttAr") dr'UA I,fcCf)a,<ro
hrfa^Ldr-ldr'
'^[j osr J Jr csr U2LJr
cos*"
_
/ COhi r'o Oaj "\
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r r'
where av.pkv_m.
"'"* >*
As noted by Chiba and Greif [4. 1 J] and Wassel and Edwards [4.16], the above
equation should not be simplified by assuming cos y'constant during the
r*
Integration.
Kesten did this as shown in his equation (27) of the presently discussed reference^. JJ.
The assumption is invalid generally and values of q (r) derived from this equation
will be approximately true only in the optically thick limit.
4.4 "Heat Transfer in Turbulent Pipe Flow with Optically Thin Radiation," {4.4],
Landram, Greif, Habib, 1969
The authors in this paper investigated the heat transfer of a radiating optically
thin gas for the case of fully developed turbulent flow with all properties, except the
radiative, being temperature independent. The divergence of the radiative heat flux
is given in terms of the Planck mean and modified Planck mean coefficients.
Neglecting the axial component, the negative of the divergence of the radial
component of radiative heat flux in the optically thin limit is
= H-km(TJw)6b(Tw) -4-kCTWn
= 4kpCTw)T^bCTw)-H-Up(T)ebCT) (4.5i)
where the approximation km(TJw) = kp(Tw)Tw/T has been used from reference
{4.30]. Equation (4.51) is strictly valid for an isothermal enclosure that, in the
optically thin limit, has gray or black surfaces.
With total heat flux considered in this article positive when directed radially
inward toward pipe centerline, the divergence of total heat flux is expressed as
+ H kpcrwX^) e.cTw) - 4- kpCO eb(T ) <4-52)
Using y = R - r, this equation may be integrated to give q(y) as follows:
+
fcP(R-,) \[kP(Ti^)eb(Tj -k pCHerffOCR-VMy' tt.53)
Substituting (4.53) into the energy equation for fully developed flow,
(4.54)
and using y = R - r, gives
^35 =#7 SjLCR->iKi + %?)%]
+ ^cp[ k P(TJ(^-) ebC"U - kPcn ejinn] ,.55)
Since all properties, except the radiative, are independent of temperature, the
three-part velocity distribution for fully developed turbulent flow is used as follows:
u+= "3.05+ slny*
where ,
0< >|+ ^-s (4.56a)
5^-vy+^ 50 (4.56b)
30^- V (4.56c)
=
-
. ,
The temperature distribution is assumed to be fully developed which results in
^/vl ^^ ^/y- mCP w-57)
Substituting this relation into equation (4.55) yields
I CONT'O OWN
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'W 1-ZT
+ -(i-ZT
+ )
(4.58)
In this equation, the authors have assumed that k (T) = k (Tw) which is a reasonable
assumption except for very large temperature gradients. The boundary conditions for
equation (4.58) are
T+ (0) = 0
and, found by integrating equation (4.58) from
y+
= 0 to y+ = R+,
where
dl*
= P-U-O
it =,
S=ATC
A = 4KpR(ctTv/%.wJ
Io = (l?)X[ lAr* ~ ( 1 -ZT*)*] (R+-^ ) d^
The temperature distribution is developed by integrating equation (4.58) using
the velocity distributions of equations (4.56) and the following values of eddy
diffusivity of heat to kinematic viscosity ratio:
- 0
Al
ZS
[i -rM]
o<^< s (4.59a)
5"<n/*^30 (4.59b)
-50^6= RT (4.59c)
An approximation by Deissler is used to develop the temperature distribution.
Deissler found that the variation of heat flux across the pipe had little effect upon
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the analytically derived temperature distribution for non-radiating flow. Therefore,
equation (4.53) is divided by qw and the left-hand side ratio of q/qw set equal to one.
k_(Tw) is assumed equal to k (T) and the following equation results:
V P.- V /d-i"
+ P " (4.60)
where +
I 1 l
..(l-2Tf
1-Z,T+ (R^)dy
V
Knowing the dimensionless temperature distribution, the difference between
wall and bulk temperatures is found as
R+
T--T* = -%sw K i o+T(R+-N)dv*^R+
r,(KH^f (4.61)
The Nusselt number is consequently
Nu = AjD_- wP - Z^Prlu^R^-vOd^
The authors report that the dimensionless temperature T varied linearly with
y+ in the laminar regime.
T+
is decreased by a factor (1 - ) for the radiating case
compared to the pure convection case. Similarly, T is decreased again by the factor
(1 - ) in the buffer layer where
T+
varies logarithmically in the pure convection
case. The T+ distribution is decreased also in the turbulent core but the functional
dependence on y+ is changed from that of the convection case.
As shown in Figures 4-9 (for the transparent case) and 4-10 (for the radiating
case), Landram, Greif, and Habib compare the temperature distributions for two
solutions: Solution 1 for linear shear stress and constant shear stress formulations
and Solution 2 for the simpler constant shear and constant heat flux formulation.
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Excellent agreement was found between all solutions. A maximum difference of only
one-half percent occurs at the center of the tube between the linear shear Solution 1
and Solution 2. The authors emphasize that the constant shear, constant heat flux
formulation saves considerable computational effort.
The transparent gas case corresponds to K = 0. This case is compared to a
radiating case with K = 0.1 in Figure 4-10 for the linear shear formulation with the
same values of properties, wall heat flux, and mass flow rate for each case. The
temperature gradient at the wall is less for the radiating gas as is the wall
temperature. Since the same wall flux q is used for both cases, the temperature for
the radiating gas must exceed that of the transparent gas at some point away from
the wall to yield the same bulk temperature.
The Nusselt number is, as expected, found to be greater for the radiating gas
than the transparent gas. Since Nu = q D/(X (T -Tg)), for the same qw and Tfi, Tw
will be less for the radiating gas case.
4.5 "Nongray Radiative Transport in a Cylindrical
Medium," {4.5], Habib, Greif,
1970
Habib and Greif develop in this paper equations for the radial component of
radiative heat flux for a nongray medium in a cylinder with walls maintained at a
constant temperature T . The authors assume that the medium has a uniform
absorption constant independent of temperature. An exponential function is used as
an approximation to the cylindrical exponential integral function D2(x) defined by
Kesten [4.3]which proves to be a great simplification and affords results which agree
quite closely with those found using the
integral functions. The development,
however, is based on Kesten's equation (27) which is incorrect due to the assumption
of a constant cosY during the radial integrations. This error is acknowledged by
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Chiba and Greif in[4.15j. In an appendix to the present article, Habib and Greif also
develop relations for radiative heat flux for the case of a cylinder with diffuse
nonblack walls.
Habib and Greif start with Kesten's equation (27), similar to equation (4.50)
except with the aforementioned constant cos Y ' assumption, assume a constant
absorption constant 1^, , integrate the terms in the arguments of the integral
functions D2(x) and D,(x) to yield
,-w/2 r
V J Jrsi*a
" "
I Cos* J
R f
_jtr<obC-'0-IBb(To))kuDirji^r)ldr'-f( ( IubCrM-Ib(TO)
This development considers the case of an infrared radiating gas with, as is
typical, a bandwidth sufficiently narrow such that the blackbody intensity across the
band may be approximated by its intensity at the band center, Iw. . Nongray
effects are developed by using the total band absorption given by
AW (4.64)
and
By using the definition of the exponential integral function D2(x), the heat flux
equation (4.63) is integrated over Au) , put into terms of A'(x), and then integrated by
parts over the r' variable to yield the following exact expression, after considerable
manipulation:
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**
= L tv- doi = * cosM tos* A [*=-]
X MW^'-W(T.))dr'
+ J*a[ c^YcoiJ JF'CTwb.cirO-I^^CT^dr'
-(ww -i^CAr^fci -aC r^^j)i^d. (t66)
Additionally, an approximate form of the above equation is proposed using the
following approximation:
-b/jt
D2 (oO = ae
(4.67)
This yields the radiative heat flux equation as
-
fR
Ar
JrsiVx
Habib and Greif pose the problem of a uniform heat source in a radiating medium
within a long cylinder that is at constant temperature T . The conservation of
energy, neglecting other modes of heat transfer besides radiative heat flux in the
radial direction, is satisfied by setting the divergence of the radial component equal
to the value of the heat source per unit volume, Q, as follows:
(4.69)
When integrated, this yields
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R _
U ' (4.70)
RThis relation for q is combined with the exact equation for a single band, (4.66), to
r* Az
\r
u/z
= ^\ cos** cos*] \ A
j"
u - u1 1
_dj)_
do'
Uo J*=o L Juzirt I ^w^J du'
4rUoAr^
i^du' Aru^'-^o^d^^o'
J0 LC^ as^jau7 Jcjsmtf L <^S* CCS<* Jdu'
-MA[^f^^]-A[^^])]d^
where (4.7D
A=A/Ao , U = C0 pr ^ Uo=C0 pR
<t> = [ I^b,cCT) p)
2
and A is a bandwidth parameter and C is a correlation constant.
R
Using the approximate relation for q , (4.68), the following equation is
obtained: ^,/
Uo ,Oo
4
L V c^s* / co (^72)
Both equations (4.71) and (4.72) were solved using the Tien and Lowder relation
for band absorptance (3.64) and assuming a third-order polynomial for* with
unknown constants. These constants are determined by satisfying the respective
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equations at equally spaced intervals of u. The results are shown in Figure 4-11 and
excellent agreement is obtained between the exact and approximate solutions when a
is set equal to one and b equal to 5/4 in the approximation (4.67) for D2(x). Habib and
Greif plot a comparison between D2(x) and exp(-5x/4) as shown in Figure 4-12.
The authors found that using the same temperature distribution as did Kesten in
an example shown in [4.3J results in a markedly different radiative heat flux distribu
tion that those reported by Kesten. This incongruity is cleared up in a note
|4.17jto the Journal of Heat Transfer in February, 1973, by Z. Chiba and R. Greif,
which notes that Kesten had apparently used the correct heat flux equation (4.49) to
develop the heat flux distribution. Chiba and Greif then use this correct equation
with the exponential approximation (4.67) and find excellent agreement between the
approximate and exact solutions. Expressions for the spectral radiative heat flux
using the approximation and equation (4.49) may be found in this reference [4.17J.
In May, 1973, D. K. Edwards and A. T. Wassel followed with an additional note
[4.18] to the Journal of Heat Transfer that discusses the magnitude of the error for
various optical thicknesses. They state that assuming a constant cos
Y' during the
radial integrations within the argument of the exponential integral functions results
in significant errors for optically thin conditions and is valid only for optically thick
conditions.
4.6 "Heat Transfer to a Flowing Nongray Radiating Gas: An Experimental and
Theoretical Study," [4.6], Habib, Greif, 1970
In this article Habib and Greif report on further development of work in the
area of radiative heat flux interactions with fully developed turbulent flow of a
nongray radiating gas. Reference |4.4~]considered the optically thin limit with such
flow while reference [4.5] developed an approximate relation for the radial
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component of radiative heat flux. In this article Habib and Greif use the constant
shear, constant heat flux formulation for fully developed turbulent flow which is
shown to give excellent agreement to the results obtained from the much more com
plicated use of the governing energy equation. The authors also experimentally
verify their analytical results for the case of constant wall heat flux by using an
electrical-resistance heated pipe with turbulently flowing air (transparent at these
temperatures) and C02 (with two main radiative bands).
The approximate radiative heat flux equation (4.68) is used in the authors'
analysis. Noting that the temperature continuity between the wall and the gas at the
wall is insured by the presence of heat conduction, the equation for radiative heat
flux within a given wide-band interval becomes
-T
LT))dr'
+( /\l hlrAi') <L ( I Cr)J-OOb.C^ ,^/r Jr n[ COS* J dA
(To))dr'
-
\R
Af K".r'-2rir0rr
(
The authors consider the tube wall to be a black and diffuse surface stating that
the emissivity had little effect on calculated
temperature and flux profiles. Axial
radiative heat flux is neglected and the experimentally measured temperatures will
be taken at a position 108 diameters downstream of the pipe inlet.
Putting the previous equation into dimensionless form, using as is
common for
turbulent flow, y+=fXi/?oAyields
(4.73)
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The total radiative heat flux is given by
where q . is the radiative heat flux for one absorption band and N is the number of
bands for the particular gas. The authors again use the Tien and Lowder relation,
equation (3.64), to give total band absorptance for the two strongest bands for C02
with band centers at 667 cm"1 and 2350 cm.
Per Deissler's investigations of references J4.2l] and J4.22J, which developed
solutions for the coupled momentum and energy equations for fully developed turbu
lent flow, the effect of radially varying shear stress and heat flux is considered to
have negligible effect upon the velocity, temperature, and heat flux distributions.
Therefore, the simpler constant heat flux, constant shear formulation is used.
Additionally, the eddy diffusivities of heat and momentum are assumed equal, i.e.
e H = M'
The total heat flux is given by
Using the constant heat flux condition, q/q0 = 1, yields
i = ( ;\/Xo + p/ &) <pT + tb 1Ci
\ prQ Vf0 Vo/d^ ^t> <-76>
where -r-t - 1/p ( 1~ I/To) j = ^J^0 / fo/CC^Te,)
and (Pr0) = C/povWo/ 7V.Q
is the Prandtl number. Temperature dependent conductivity and viscosity is
accounted for by using,with subscript o indicating
evaluation at reference
temperature T ,
Vx. -A/juo-CVT.T-d-Cr+T
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where m = 0.69.
The total shear stress is
(4.79)
(4.78)
In a similar fashion to equation (4.75), the constant shear condition yields
where
U+ = ^J / \ ^Vf o
Solving (4.76) and (4.79) for ZTv^~ i the two equations are combined to yield,
remembering e M
= e
H, the following:
i = [ %. ( fv; - 1 )+ ^W-l^1 + \o M)
This equation is solved in conjunction with the following velocity profiles of Deissler
[4.19Jwhere the functions B are presented by Landram in reference |4.2lj:
U+ = ai(^+ biC^)^ ^ +
2<b<>N+^'^t
Equation (4.80) is then solved numerically using the above velocity profiles.
Habib and Greif first ran tests on their pipe apparatus for air. The available
amperage was sufficient to heat the pipe to a maximum of 750F for all the tests and
at this temperature air is transparent. Experimental and theoretical temperature
profiles were developed for a position 108 diameters downstream from the pipe inlet
and agreement is good.
The experimental and theoretical results for C02 are also in excellent
agreement where Figures 4-13a and 4-13b show the results of two of the
authors'
runs. The temperature profiles of theoretical non-radiating flows of C02 are shown
in comparison with that of theoretical radiating flows and experimental data, all for
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the same mass flow, total wall heat flux, and thus, bulk temperatures. As noted in
previous investigations, the temperature of the gas at the wall and the absolute value
of the temperature gradient at the wall for the radiating gas is less than that for the
non-radiating gas. The temperature profiles intersect, as required to yield the same
bulk temperature. The Nusselt number is also greater for the radiating gas due, for
the case of constant wall heat flux and the same bulk temperature, to a lower wall
temperature.
4.7 "Heat Transfer to Steam Flowing Turbulently in a Pipe," [4.7J, Chiba, Greif,
1973
In this article, Chiba and Greif discuss an experimental and theoretical investi
gation similar to that of the previous study [4.6], but involving steam as the flowing
medium. The same experimental apparatus is used. Importantly, however, the
authors base their analysis on equation (4.49) rather than Kesten's equation (27) of
reference [4.3] shown to yield significant error for optically thin gases (4.18).
The Tien and Lowder relation for total band absorptance (3.64) is introduced
into equation (4.49) to yield for the radial component of radiative heat flux
*cr> - ^ { (A^blrc.sV-Scr'.r^lJ
*dr'^ COSI 6X y
where ( ^ r^ = C
fZ
-
rz s\"*Y )
and T is the local wall temperature.
o
(4.81)
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The three important absorption bands of steam at 2.7 and 6.3 micron (two
vibration-rotation bands) and 20 micron (a pure rotation band) contribute to the total
radiative flux per the following:
R JL R f .
\ Cr) = 2l %i
] (W2)
Experimental temperature profiles were again taken by the investigators at a
position 108 diameters downstream of the 2 inch test pipe which was electrical-
resistance heated to give a constant wall heat flux condition. The experimental and
theoretical temperature profiles are in good agreement as shown in Figures 4-14a and
4-14b.
For the same total wall heat flux and mass flow rate condition (which yields the
same bulk temperatures), it is seen from the figure that the wall temperature for the
theoretical non-radiating solution is significantly higher than that of the radiating
solution. This results in a significantly lower Nusselt number for the non-radiating
flow, as expected.
4.8 "Heat Transfer by Thermal Radiation and Laminar Forced Convection to an
Absorbing Fluid in the Entry Region of a
Pipe," [4.8], Pearce, Emery, 1970
Pearce and Emery report on an investigation of heat transfer with
radiative-
convective interactions in the entrance region of a circular pipe. The fluid has
absorptive-emissive properties described as gray or as nongray using a
"box"
model.
The pipe wall is assumed black and isothermal. The authors investigate either a fully
developed parabolic or a uniform slug velocity profile at the pipe entrance. Flow is
laminar.
The coordinate system is shown in Figures 4-1 5a and
4-15b. The point of
interest is (x,r) and (Xj, r^* ) is the variable point used during the spatial
integrations. The distance s between these two points is
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S =
{(*-/*,)*
+ ( rl4 rt2 -2 rrt cos<# ))
*/Z
/ s<* L l J (4.83)
Noting that sw is the value of s at r=R, the spectral intensity at (x,r) is
T - T a-^sw)
fSv4
I T "*<*> ,
-Leo
- I^r ^ +]Q f>kWirn Lwbe ds (4>M)
Here t>
, R
is the spectral intensity at the wall and t (s) is expressed as
T(s) = \ pCs')k
Noting equation (2.55), the negative divergence of the radiative heat flux is
given as
.oo ^^
lo
47T /*>,
0 L ?k^Iwbe-tw)dsd^
Using the cylindrical coordinate system this equation is transformed to
3
r r-R
r* 2-^ J i
+ ku,n Uk_Unf e M0d -^r,
(4.87)
This equation above is used to develop the radiative contribution to the following
governing energy equation where h is enthalpy:
This equation is coupled with the following equations for momentum and continuity:
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P"& +?A^ =^^(r^)- H^" (4.89)
-- (fUr) + |^ (? Vr) =^0
Per Heaslet and Warming [4.26J, the radial component of radiative heat flux is
expressed as
<hR = I L X- "S ^- S dft dco=/- o/~ (wi)
The quantity q + is the outward radiative heat flux component at the wall, r=R,
given as
fr Jo 1 J ~ ,R J i,K-Kcx>*Q>; kqcp
The inward component at the wall, assumed black, is
Ti J <AR- V^ (4.93)
Pearce and Emery assume, as per Desoto [4.2], that the effects of the axial
variation of temperature on the radiative heat flux are negligible and the flux may be
adequately approximated at a given axial location by assuming a radial temperature
distribution throughout the length of the pipe that is the same as that at the given
axial location. Additionally, the authors neglect the abrupt change of thermal
environment seen by the fluid at the pipe inlet. The fluid at the inlet is assumed to
see an infinite pipe surface at the given isothermal wall temperature Tw.
The fluid properties are taken to vary according to the following:
e/p=
Vo
Va= (4.95)
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CP /CPo = 6 (4.96)
where H, nondimensional enthalpy, is given by
H = Ch-h)/CpoT0 ">
and 9 is given by
G= t/t0 <*-98)
where T is an appropriate initial or reference temperature.
The box model is used to simulate the real gas effects of carbon monoxide.
Only the fundamental band centered at 2143 cm is considered since the overtone
bands cause only negligible effects for this diatomic gas. Following Cess, Mighdoll,
and Tiwari|4.30j, a mean absorption coefficient and effective bandwidth is selected
such that the integrated band intensity remains the same as follows:
JiirL Aco(T) = S<T) - f\ k^dco
P r JAco (4.99)
S(T) and Au>(t) vary with temperature in the following manner:
(4.100)
SCT) - SCToKTo/t) (*.iod
Here Aw = 214 and S(T ) = 237 , both at a reference temperature of
T = 540R.
o
Equation (4.99) is then substituted for the spectral integrations in equations
(4.86) and (4.87). Equations (4.88), (4.89), and (4.90) are solved numerically by a
finite
difference technique to yield a solution for the temperature and velocity
distribution
along the pipe.
Pearce and Emery develop solutions for four different
cases: The initial
temperature is set at 1000R for three of the
cases. Of these, two have an initial
parabolic velocity profile and 500R
(cooling) and 1500R (heating) uniform wall
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temperatures, respectively. One case has a uniform slug velocity profile with a
1500R uniform wall temperature. The fourth case has the greatest temperature
difference with a uniform wall temperature of 2500R and an initial temperature of
530R. The initial velocity profile for this last case is parabolic.
Pearce and Emery report that the radiative absorption-emission causes an
increase in heat transfer for both the heated cases and the cooled case reflected in
larger Nusselt numbers than for the transparent case. Concurring with Einstein's
gray analysis |4.l], the maximum effect of radiative heat transfer on the total heat
transfer occurs with an optical depth based on pipe diameter of about 1.5.
In comparing their solutions using the box model with a gray analysis, the
authors found the gray analysis to be unsatisfactory. The box model does, however,
compare favorably with the more realistic exponential wide-band model for moderate
temperatures, path lengths, and pressures. The exponential wide-band model
attempts to consider the variation of line intensities within a band which becomes
more important as temperatures rise and path lengths and pressures increase.
4.9 "Heat Transfer to Laminar Flow of Nongray Gases through a Circular Tube,"
[4.], Tiwari, Cess, 1971
Tiwari and Cess analyze radiative-convective interactions for the case of fully
developed laminar flow with uniform wall heat flux. The authors investigate nongray
gases and the effects of gray and nongray wall emissivity. Results are compared in
this article to gray gas results. Additionally, Tiwari and Cess propose a correlation
between the results for parallel plates and circular tubes to obtain qualitative
estimates for the circular case from published data for the simpler flat plate
geometry.
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The governing energy equation for fully developed laminar flow with uniform
wall heat flux for the circular geometry is
^T <* }}_/ 2T\ 113/ R\
(4.102)
(4.103)
(4.104)
For a uniform wall heat flux, the following is true:
^T/V = 2 <* ft /( u^ R 7l)
Using this and the laminar velocity profile for u(r) yields after integration
where 7[ = jr N QT = ^^
Tiwari and Cess develop the radial component of spectral radiative heat flux
using the relations of Habib and Greif from reference [4.5jfor the case of a nonblack
wall using the exponential approximation (4.67) to yield
- j re^C>- tjTfl fcw a exp["^- ( r'-r)] dr'
+ [RL6bC^-eubaw)]lca ftp[;^(rt
4[j7Tj-e^(Tj]t co* (exP[-^(r*R-&-^3f)J
-eKP[-^,( R-0]n d*
(4.105)
where a = 1, b = 5/4.
Again from Habib and Greif [4.5], the nonblack wall radiosity is expressed as
-
. n/z r R
J(Tw)={&e^(Tj +J^.(l-ojo '(^^Cr,)
f -bk^ (
R-r')])dr' dV ypEN ft.106)+ ex
where
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DEN^l-jfeci-^ (,107)
Using an exponential approximation for the integral over Y in the function
DEN, and expanding the exponential in an infinite series, this expression for radiosity
is substituted into equation (4.104) for qR^). Now, for a nongray gas with N
absorptive spectral bands, the total radiative heat flux is
N f R
n,
R
= 21 \ SVcO ^
V L-l -ko). P (4.108)
Substituting this into the energy equation (4.104) yields
7r7v ^hl ooif{ f erwa;[^cn-nojdn'
<>i
_
Jo ^- Jnsi'ny i _ r -i
- J
*
rw a; [ Jg&< i'->i)]d>\' r ejw)Aj[|gf<*****:)
- AT [ b (& +& + m)J dn<^ } dV (.10
Here H. = A .(de .;/dT)J and u = C -PR. Small temperature differences are1 01 U)W I OI OI
assumed such that the emissive power variation is linear with r. Again, the
absorption function is given by the Tien and Lowder wide-band formulation, equation
(3.64).
This equation with its boundary condition 0 y(l)=0 governs the temperature
distribution in the gas. The bulk temperature is expressed as
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and the temperature distribution for no radiation is
(4.111)
with bulk temperature
Tiwari and Cess limit their numerical solutions to the large path limit which is
a very useful limit for gases such as C02 at room temperature and one atmosphere
pressure. Using this limit will give an upper bound for the radiative transfer
capability of CO and CH. for the same conditions. This limit is expressed as, for
sufficiently long pressure path lengths,
A(u)=A04n(u*i)
which yields, for
u>;> 1,
A'(u) = A'(u)/Ao = 1/u
Therefore, (4.109) can be expressed as
&7i f=I Jo I V'n*
=>
mil /*/*> r 1
d>L
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This equation is solved for the case of C02 using a three-band analysis and the
Haselgrove technique for the numerical integration of multi-dimensional integrals.
The authors note also that, for the large path limit, the radiative heat transfer
capability is characterized by the parameter M, where
N
HH(^f )
6=1
*
t
Tiwari and Cess develop general solutions for bulk temperature vs. M with gray
wall emissivity as a parameter as shown in Figure 4-16. Lower values of wall
emissivity result in a decrease in the influence of radiation due to the reduction in
radiative heat transfer capability between the surface and the gas. This effect is less
prominent, however, for the cylindrical geometry than for parallel flat plates where
Tiwari and Cess note that for identical conditions, the number of reflections of the
radiation will be less.
The question of nongray wall emissivity is addressed. The emissivity of polished
steel, for example, sees much greater spectral variation than variation due to
temperature change. This spectral variation is crucial, according to the authors, in
analyses concerning real gases. For example, if the spectral emissivity of a wall
surface is higher than an averaged gray emissivity in a wave number interval
corresponding to an important absorption band, the gray analysis will significantly
underestimate the radiation interaction.
Figure 4-17 shows the nongray results for C02 using a three-band (15, 4.3, and
2.7 micron) analysis and spectral values of wall emissivity for three types of stainless
steel, using the large path limit. The authors
also note the greater influence of
radiation heat transfer at greater tube diameters and greater temperatures.
Tiwari and Cess also make a correlation between the nongray gas results for the
parallel plate and the circular tube geometry, valid qualitatively for a gray wall
emissivity greater than 0.5, as follows:
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(from reference [4.9];
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e"<r.) = o.^3e';rtc2T./3) , ,bT bT ' ' (4.115)
Therefore, bulk temperature results for the tube are roughly equivalent to those of
parallel plates with an optical depth 2/3 of the tube diameter. Some calculated
results using equation (4.115) are compared with solutions developed for the long path
limit from equation (4.113) in Figure 4-16.
4.10 "The Interaction of Radiative Transfer with Laminar Flow of an Absorbing Gas
Through a Tube,"[4.iq], Sotak, 1971
Sotak reports an experimental investigation of heat transfer, including radiative
interactions, with fully developed laminar fluid flow in a vertical pipe under very low
rates of wall heat flux. Using nitrogen as a transparent gas, he achieves excellent
agreement with the theoretical Nusselt number of 4.36 calculated by Sellars, Tribas,
and Klein J_4.25J. The gray gas case using a differential approximation is compared
with the real gas cases using the large path limit. Theoretical results are compared
to experimental results for C02, NO, and a mixture of the two.
The governing energy equation for fully developed laminar flow is given as
?Cp DT/D-t
= div ( A y0d T ) " div % ((Ul6)
For the steady-state case with a circular tube and including only the radial
components of heat flux, this becomes
Using the fully developed laminar velocity profile, and defining
6T = T-Tw/(^/A) , >}= r/K
this equation may be expressed, shown by Tiwari [4.23] and Tiwari and Cess \jt.f\,
as, after integration,
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drL l tr (4.H8)
Boundary conditions are d^fy =0 it 7[=0 and Qr(l) = 0
As expressed in [4.27] and in Tiwari and Cess [4.9], the gray gas radiative heat
flux term may be obtained using the differential approximation
drLr dr < % 'J If kP % -3*^ wu9)
where kp is the Planck mean absorption coefficient. For small temperature differ
ences, the radiation variation is linearized as
dr
Using the following dimensionless parameters,
*. = 3 T. Z/-R , N = $f , T. -kfR
equation (4.119) is expressed as
(4.120)
diL
-^ ^(ntf)
(4.121)
Using the following boundary conditions with black tube walls assumed,
ftVo) = 0 and ^(1)= 5%["7l ^^^4=1
and solving equation (4.121) for d9 T/dn. in terms of q , d 6 _/d n. is substituted into
the governing energy equation (4.118) to yield the following:
A->\*- dri L J u 0 (4.122)
This is integrated to yield an expression for q which is then substituted back into
equation (4.1 18) to allow a solution for 9 T(n ), the temperature distribution. Sotak
gives the solution for the bulk temperature for the gray gas as
GbT = c [fw s - m;> rc ( M0) - it r ,c m 0 )J (ssrzzr)
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+ _1! JL _ Jtfo 11
ZH" M? "3 V\o
-
"^ (4'123)
where
C= M0* L 2M0Ie(f1eH3^I1(M,)J
and IQ and Ij are modified Bessell functions of the first kind.
For the nongray real gas solution, Sotak uses the development for the radiative
heat flux used for the large path limit by Tiwari and Cess J4.9J. The radiative heat
flux is expressed by n/i j.
o*/ = it& y A /de^L ^f f cos^f sin^r 6c*t)
da!
oo rn-H.
J*jAjf' LVk co"S* cos*' '
-1 J (4.124)
A general solution to the energy equation (4.118) with the boundary condition
6T(1) = 0 using the above equation for q is reported by Tiwari [4.24] and expressed in
terms of dimensionless bulk temperature 6 bT as a function
of M, the radiation con
duction parameter valid for the large path limit and given by equation (4.114). The
spectral wall emissivity e j is a
parameter that must be specified.
Free convective effects have a significant effect upon heat transfer to gases at
the low velocities required to maintain laminar flow. To minimize these effects,
Sotak designed the experimental apparatus for very low wall heat fluxes, 2.5 to 16
Btu/(hr ft2), well below those of previous investigators. Although small tube
diam-
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eters would be advantageous in this regard, Sotak notes that diameter must not be
too small in order to observe radiative effects without requiring very high tempera
tures. The test sections of the tube require careful insulation to prevent non-uniform
wall heat flux to the gas with the very low heating rates.
Sotak uses a 6.0 foot long, 1.0 inch O.D. stainless steel vertical tube, 0.035 inch
thick wall, with electrodes connected to the end flanges which deliver current from a
step-down transformer. Specially designed radiation-shielded thermocouple probes
are inserted into gas mixing chambers at the inlet and exit of the test section to
allow the measurement of temperatures. A recirculating pump is used with a heat
exchanger to control gas inlet temperature. A variable area flowmeter and aneroid
pressure gauge are used to measure mass flow rate.
Sotak presents data for nitrogen gas, essentially transparent at moderate tem
peratures, in order to verify the experimental apparatus and to provide a baseline for
the results for absorbing-emitting gases. Free convection effects cannot be prac
tically eliminated, Sotak states, with the magnitude of free convective effects being
characterized by the Rayleigh number as follows:
Ra = ( Pr Cnr ) = ( ffitfC, 0"A)/(l^A)J l ' (4.125)
The Rayleigh numbers of Sotak's experiments range from 16 to 30. He notes that a
Rayleigh number of 25 can cause an increase of 6% in heat transfer over the pure
forced convection case. Sotak uses an extrapolation of his data to a Rayleigh number
of zero by way of a least squares polynomial curve fit for both the transparent and
absorbing-emitting gases.
Runs with nitrogen with wall heat fluxes of 8 btu/(hr ft ) and 16 btu/(hr ft*) at
one atmosphere pressure and 1.45 lb/hr flow rate gave a fully developed laminar
forced convection Nusselt number of 4.48 + 0.10, less than 3% above the 4.36 Nusselt
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number theoretically derived by Sellars, Tribus, and Klein [4.23]. Similar runs for
carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide, and a 50%-50% mixture of both, all run at both one and
two atmospheres, gave the following Nusselt numbers (all extrapolated for a zero
Rayleigh number): 4.74 + 0.12, 4.89 + 0.10, and 4.93 + 0.17, respectively.
Sotak also compares his experimental results with the theoretical results for
the gray gas and the real gas models. The gray gas model gave very poor results,
overestimating heat transfer by an order of magnitude, and predicted large pressure
effects. The nongray model, however, agreed closely with the experimental results,
predicting an increase in the Nusselt number of 5%, 8%, and 12% over the trans
parent case for the three absorbing-emitting gases carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide, and
the 5096-5096 mixture, respectively, compared with 6%, 9% and 10% for the experi
mental results. The nongray model also showed no pressure effects, agreeing with
the experimental data, and justifying the use of the large path length limit in the
analysis.
4.11 "Heat Transfer by Thermal Radiation in Forced Convective Tube Flow for a
Radiating Gas," [4. if] , Lee, 1972
This work reports on a theoretical study of radiative interaction in fully devel
oped laminar flow in a circular tube with a constant temperature wall condition.
Gray and nongray analyses are investigated for both the absorbing-emitting gases and
the diffuse wall surfaces. Fluid properties are considered constant and temperature
differences small in order that a three term Taylor series expansion of emissive
power may be used. Results are provided for gray and
real gas effects, and the
optically thin and large path limits are discussed by the author.
The governing energy equation for fully developed laminar flow and a fully
developed temperature profile is
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R
The boundary conditions are
r =0 at r = 0
md T= Tw at r = R
This equation is developed in a straightforward way by noting that
(4.126)
3T _ / Tw -T )^/y. \ TL -T- /
dTe
d/y-
(4.127)
Throughout this analysis, heat flux in the outward radial direction is considered
positive.
Lee describes the development of the equations for the radial component of
radiative heat flux by Kesten |_4.3J for black walls and includes the development by
Habib and Greif [4.5J for gray walls, all for the cylindrical geometry. With surface
radiosity expressed as
where
F+
(R) is the irradiation of the inner wall surface expressed in turn as
K/Z TC/l
After assuming that k is independent of temperature, and based on Kesten's
equation (27) of [4.5] , the equation for the radial component of radiative heat flux is
- f[W> - ewbCR)J k. D,[ ^^J
dr'
+ fR[^crO-WR)3kMD,[-^frcU^-i"y)]
dr'
W* L C* J Jr^ L co** J f j
where
,. N
/Tc/z
Jo
The governing energy equation (4.126) is put into an integral form as follows:
First, noting that /
Nu = lD. - - <frw ^^/[(T^-Tg,)^
and dividing through by X , gives
fcNu[i.tf)*]tt,-r) = .L (r)-^ ^Cr%R)
Now dividing through by T , multiplying through by rdr, noting that d6 y-j. = -dT/T
with 6 __ = 1 - T/Tw , and setting r/R = n , yields
(4.134)
with boundary conditions
dej.T/dn= o at n= o
Oj.^. = 0 at n= 1
The integral in equation (4.133) is approximated by
where dj and d2 are constants and X = 2kwR. Lee notes
good agreement for d{ = tt/4
and d2 = 0.58 for all values of X. Using the
same procedure as that of Tiwari and
Cess j~4.|, Lee presents the total radiative heat flux for a finite number of absorb
ing-emitting bands, sufficiently narrow such that e^in a
wave-number interval Aw
may be approximated as e^value at
band center), with J, bands, as
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o t"/Z r
where the subscript c may be left off for simplicity and
, */z . Tt/Z
A *'-0 )oc=0 v LL cosY'ce^'
Cos tf cos*. J I cjc*X'c0St*J cosVcoscy.
R + r'-ZR sing"g-r MfcmR
cos V ' cose*' cas^ccs*
+ Mfe r^R]
- A[
- A f Be r' -t gz r -t- l.l&mR~l )dcdc*L cosy'co^oc' cosVcoSpc J (^136)
A'.(y) is the quantity defined previously by equation (4.65).
2 2
Now, using the dimensionless path length uQ = CQ PR (with u' = CQ Pr' as the
variable of integration over radius), and the dimensionless quantities h = r/R = u/uQ
and A = A/AQ, and with emissive power linearized per
^T> * e^C Tw ) ? ( ^f I XT~T-) M37)
the governing energy equation for a gas with 1 bands may be expressed as
C0S<*.
COSCXl
38)
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The solution to this equation is obtained by assuming a temperature profile such as
6 TT(n ) = aQ + a2n +... + a2nn
n
(4.139)
and substituting this into the above energy equation to satisfy n + 1 conditions, n
conditions being at selected points n and the last condition being to satisfy the
required centerline or bulk temperature.
Lee also investigates the optically thin and large path length limits. He notes
that the optically thin limit may be developed by using the Planck mean and modified
Planck mean coefficients as in |427J. Lee, however, uses
the limiting form of the governing energy equation, obtained by noting, for uQ << 1,
that A~(u) = u, A~'(u) = 1. This yields
where RS(^N ( tf = (p ffk)^ Ao, C (^ | )
Thequantity^ = ^i_AoiCj(^Yd^U
characterizes the relative importance of radiation with respect to conduction.
Using A(u) = ln(u) and A'(u) = 1/u, Lee presents the governing energy equation
for the large path length limit as
d-n n *
(*/* (
r*
,/
d*'
. <2ll \
b0W
^
(*J
^IA^ L)--- '
where
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&zt%r\') =4.s0 Jrf=o "^ V- to**"coa^ + cos* eos<*
+ 1.16 mj + I Z^T^oc' + cos g cos^ + U*J
- T Li H'-a****1 , i-n ... n-iL coso'as*' "* cos* cos*. + ll^^J
- [ L;^co^> + i^z^ + n* ^ d^ d^ <*'>
and M is the familiar radiation-conduction parameter valid only for the large path
length limit as follows:
i
(4.143)
Lee obtains solutions of equations (4.140) and (4.141) by the numerical technique of
assuming a temperature distribution with unknown coefficients as was done to solve
equation (4.138).
Lee reports that the exponential approximation of Habib and Greif, [4.5J,
equation (4.67), is in good agreement with exact calculations for small and medium
values of the dimensionless path length, u. However, a slight difference occurs for
large path lengths. He suggests that a Gauss-Legendre quandrature with a Legendre
polynomial of degree equal to one will give superior results, being equivalent to two
sets of constants a and b to be used over two regions of path length.
As previously reported by earlier investigators, Lee notes that the maximum
radiative heat flux occurs in the pipe for all absorptive-emissive bands ath - 0.7.
Surface emissivity also has a profound effect upon the temperature profile due to
lower surface emissivity reducing the radiative energy transfer between the gas and
the pipe wall. Lee also states that the number of terms required in the trial
temperature profile (4.139) rapidly increases as emissivity decreases, to achieve
proper convergence. Ane = 0.5 required four terms whiles = 0.2 required ten terms.
The optically thin approximation gave excellent agreement to the full treat
ment for u << 1, Lee suggesting that this approximation, equation (4.140), be used
for uQ< 0.5.
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Either lower pressure and/or a smaller pipe radius can be used to justify the
optically thin approximation for a given set of wall and gas conditions.
Similarly for larger pressure and/or radius, the large path length limit may be
employed. Lee cautions, however, that the range of optical thickness to apply the
large path limit varies significantly for different gases and notes the following
example: CO with a Tw = 700 K and p = 10 atm gave a uQ = 50 and the large path
length limit gave a maximum error of 2%. C02 with a Tw = 1000 K, p = 1 atm, and
Uq = 51 had a large path length limit with a maximum possible error of 9.6%. Con
sequently, a greater uQ is required for equivalent accuracy.
4.12 "A Study of Two Limiting Cases in Convective and Radiative Heat Transfer
with Nongray Gases," [4.12], Jeng, Lee, DeWitt, 1976
As in j4-llj> this paper concerns the method of solution and results for tem
perature profiles and heat flux quantities for fully developed laminar flow of an
absorbing-emitting gas in a circular pipe with a black or gray diffuse wall surface
maintained at a constant temperature. Constant fluid properties are assumed. This
paper specifically comments upon the two limiting cases of the optically thin limit
and the large path length limit.
Whereas in f^.l ll the analytical radiative heat flux equations for nongray
gases are based upon Kesten's equation (27) of [4.3] , the equations here are
expressed in terms of the angleB . The dimensionless energy equation is
/CONT'D ONJ \
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where
%
*A ,*A - L p' x
4 1.16 m)] + A-[u0, (C^ + SVj 4- UG m)l
cose*'
cos**- -*
-Ail
^c-f^k.'
4^| + 1..16)"]u \ COS*' cHoT
A'- I UotY ^1! -rCfli- 4 i.itnn)lldocldL V. COS* o0S c* J )
<*
(*!)
and
/
FOf,0) = (ri2- - sin1?")
and so forth. Equation (4.144) makes use of a linearized emissive power per (4.67)
requiring small temperature differences in the gas.
As in L4.11J, results for the optically thin and large path length limits are
reported. The authors, however, are more conservative with regard to how small u0
should be to qualify for this limit and state that to keep results for radiative heat
flux within an accuracy of 10%, uQ should be less them 0.25. The authors state also,
as expressed by Lee in [4.11] , that no general criterion should be drawn for the
applicability of the large path length limit. A suitably large un will depend upon the
particular gas and the temperature conditions.
4.13 "Molecular Gas Band Radiation in Cylinders," [4. if] , Wassel, Edwards, 1974
Wassel and Edwards incorporated an expression for the exponential-wing
absorption band model into the integration over the band interval to simplify the
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radiative heat flux equation for the cylindrical geometry. This results in a quantity
called the axial band absorptance. Kesten's equation (27) from I 4.3 is used as the
basis of the radiative heat flux formulation, but, importantly, the cos y ' expression is
not constant with the r' integration. The correct formulation is equation (4.50).
Similar to equation (4.50), the radial component of spectral radiative heat flux
is expressed as ^ / c *
r
u 7t/2 / ** (
H \ P ^to.po d<"' 4- \ 0 kco.n I
* D f
(^
fk^n
dr".fr
f^dr^r'+i^^ffl
As shown in Figure 4-18, the following equations give the variation of the cos Y
and cos
y" terms with radius along a particular path defined by the angle y :
cosV =[ 1 sin *J (^7)
Co**"
= C sin**]
**
,.1M)
By using these equations and assuming that (p k ^ m)
is essentially constant, the ex
pressions within the exponential integral terms are
integrated. By integrating over a
narrow-band Au>x where intensities 1^ and Iwb are essentially constant,
the following
results for the radiative heat flux of the i band:
LJ J^O L wt 1-kco: /CONT'D OM^j^NE-X-T P*fc\E )
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r'
s'm = h
r\ r sinY
smV r'
= ft s',nV
Vz
Figure 4-18 Cylindrical Geometry Showing Variation of
Cosy'
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*f ?^,t)Jnku,mr'C'l-r.r/r'JSmJ-li)V2' +ok^,roSVjdodrl
JrsinY Li-Cr/r'^si^vJ^- Jao. F "" ^L? w
x5inzY)i/z
-^K^,^ r
tos^^doodr' ^a YJ-. J~i } A v (4.149)
To simplify this equation, the authors make use of the exponential-winged band
model, where for just-overlapped lines, 1^ . is expressed as
i- g.xpf "QOj -co)]
o; L Aot J (4.150)
Here Aq is the decay width, a. the integrated intensity,w. the band head, all for the
+i_ *
i band. Wassel and Edwards now define the axial absorptance as
where Vi ,j = rRll [ cn'
l
- 1
* *''* *
51/2-
-j 1 "*]
"152)
and
^.i-CiP^/A.i
(''153,
Also, x. . = x'; ; withn
'
= 1
hi hi
Using these expressions, equation (4.149) is changed to
tfiCn, = A,. \^s*{TMtCR)[Ajj.^,l>C^,-t^
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-IX.b fetOCi)]^'}^,^ t , w --i *_ >*w w . . * _, rf (4.154)
The verification of the above is lengthy but straightforward. For example, consider
the second integral term in equation (4.154). Here we may write
* {c?Vl-?!*sin,2x) % n cosif} ) ax p r - (a: -to) j ~\&a\ (4l55)
Using the recursion formula and chain rules as follows,
the right-hand side of equation (4.155) yields
iL_ 4-
rfnsL^ii(n,*"^sin,^+,CM^^Ao: d^' 2-712sir
x^^pL-Ao~~JJ^.i exPL Aol Jdc
BUt Vl^P[^T}J = ?Rk^rn
Therefore, the expression (4.156) may be written as
4
(4.156)
TtA,
{l-Cr/rO*sinV}* ? p ku. CCS* ] dcO
^ A*t,-i)
1
(4.157)
Inserting this expression for d7iJ
into the integral .. ft/
and changing the variable of
integration from n' to r', yields the following expression:
Sin*
^05-
(^(r/^S^^ 4fK^.rC0SV]cicodrld^ (*.138)
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This is seen to be the same as the second integral expression (under r) of equation
(4.149). The other terms of that equation may be verified in a similar manner.
By using integration by parts, equation (4.154) is put into the following form:
fcfn) = ft cov{[lUi(R>-Iu.b(W]^l(/ti,tl)
no'c Jy=o u
where
Jr\Sir\)(
J-Y[ sin*
Jyi
+ \ 1 cn') A. (4.- , dY (.i5
iA^> = fcLWio]
By using the exponential approximation of Habib and Greif, [4.5J , equation
(4.67), in the following form
D3C*) ~ if" -expC-b^-)
Wassel and Edwards integrate the axial band absorptance expressions to yield
A*. = in(4/*i/I/7r)4E1(4^/7t)+ Yfc <wo>J/
-for ALc.J^O/Sfc
A*
= fin ^i4 E-Cs^^^/^V^e.^nZ.-Vt (*.i6i>
fl'L
"
for /i.L. > 0.3ft
where j r
u = So C1 ' } * "t e"fe=' 5772V ' ' ' h"162)
and
C1
-/V-/C dt (4.163)
Ei^ = le' ^
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4.14 "Molecular Gas Radiation and Laminar or Turbulent Heat Diffusion in a
Cylinder with Internal Heat Generation," [4.14], Wassel, Edwards, Catton,
1975
Wassel, Edwards, and Catton in this work develop heat transfer results for
thermally and hydrodynamically fully developed flow using the axial band absorptance
formulation for radiative heat flux in the cylindrical geometry reported by Wassel
and Edwards in [413L Laminar and turbulent flows are considered with uniform
internal heat generation in the fluid. This case is useful in the study of combustion in
boilers and internal combustion engines where combustion efficiency and the genera
tion of unwanted pollutants are dependent upon temperature and velocity/turbulence
distributions and the presence of, for instance, quenched layers near cooled walls.
The net radiative heat fux formulations of reference |_413j are used in this
development. The governing energy equation for a long circular pipe with a fully
developed laminar or turbulent thermal profile is
with the typical boundary conditions:
dT/dr =-0 at r-0 , T=TW a.t r - R
(4.165)
This is now expressed in the following dimensionless form:
* dT *R _ n
where
I* = a - b /oc) = ?r Pr"i C 1 *^ )
(4.166)
(4.167)
(4.168)
(4.169)
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T* = CT-Tw)/<QR7fc A)
The dimensionless radiative heat flux is expressed as
=NwJiWi^C^^)dT*/d>])
(4.170)
*Rc>o = ^R/rQR/2)
171)
where
Nrm = ZA07<dIWdb/dT)/(V/R) (W72)
^ = a0( dr^b /<*<-)/ Aoi c d ruib /dt ) .i7
*?>.*="[ An->
f ^*^')A*w^s* -c**-7?zs^nL/zJ)d7r\6Y (,.i7,)J*5.*y ' '*'
A
>y
The dimensionless boundary condition for this equation is
T* = 0atn = l (4.175)
The laminar case hase* = 1. The turbulent case, however, requires the determina
tion of e*. Wassel, Edwards, and Catton use a turbulent Prandtl number, Pr , defined
in equation (4.169) above, to relate the eddy diffusivity of momentum, eM, to the
eddy diffusivity of heat, eH. A ratio is assumed but requires an eddy viscosity model
for cM. A two-layer model is used with the inner wall region described by the van
Driest model of turbulence R.lf] modified by Patankar and Spalding [4.20J as fol
lows:
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C K = Vom karr^^ constant ) (4,176)
where
A+
is the van Driest universal constant and yt is the transition distance to the
outer part of the flow. This outer part of the flow assumes a constant mixing length
proportional to pipe radius as follows:
= CA Rl dy *sor Yt <- w <- R
CL = empiric* I co^stc^l)
(4.177)
The local shear stress t and velocity gradient du/dy are found by solving the following
momentum equation for fully developed flow:
0= ji% **&[cvrjr &]
O-O a.t r^R.
(4.178)
(4.179)
(4.180)
with boundary conditions
With further analysis by the authors, the e*G"*) profile was obtained by numerical
iteration, with the turbulent Reynolds number, Rt, as a parameter where
'
(4.181)
The results of the analytical development are expressed in the following dimen
sionless quantities: The convective Nusselt number is
Nv = *XL 2R - (-Z
dl* Vt*
^ZQ~\ MA.CT. ..
where
TQ* is the dimensionless bulk temperature expressed as
D
(4.182)
r 1
T * = Z\ T*cti) ti dn (4.183)
The radiative Nusselt number is
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(4.184)
(4.185)
NuR
=
<fiz\=(z* )/T*
The total Nusselt number is
NuT = Nuc +
N0R
The wall layer effective transmissivity is expressed as
*r = - p-'" Q-> w
^^"C-^^V [AiIJ.bCT,>AtI.LCTj] (4.186)
where Aj is the mean band absorptance given in [4.13] as
-U=0 (4.187)
By assuming a linear variation of intensity ^ -b, equation (4.186) may be formulated
as follows, for a single absorptive-emissive band or number of identical bands:
Tw = fc No*/A*j/[ cW<VA0dI,b/dT)]
= % NuR/rA* Nr] <.1S8)
The energy equation (4.166) is solved by the authors with the Galerkin technique
for the laminar case. The temperature T*(n ) is expanded into a finite series form
and substituted into the energy equation, volume integrated, and the coefficients of
the temperature profile found by matrix inversion. The turbulent case uses an itera
tive scheme where the e*(n ) profile is first solved from the momentum equation and
then the energy equation is solved.
Wassel, Edwards, and Catton report that for turbulent flow, convective heat
transfer dominates for low Nrm, where Nfm as expressed by equation (4.172) gives a
measure of nongray radiative conductance to molecular conductance. As Nrm
increases, the radiative heat flux increases in a roughly linear fashion.
Convective transfer to the wall is increased for higher values of Rt, the turbu
lent Reynolds number. Also, the thin cold
"quenched" layer at the cooled wall is
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decreased for higher Rt allowing more radiative heat flux to feach the wall. The
authors also note that at high values of Rt, the convective Nusselt number can
decrease slightly for increased values of Nrm due to the radiative heat transfer
mechanism lowering temperature gradients at the wall. This mechanism will
decrease also the difference between centerline and wall temperatures for a given
rate of internal heat generation.
For the laminar case, increased Nrm increases convective heat transfer at the
wall for all values of flow rate. This is similar to the turbulent case for low values of
Rt but opposite to the turbulent case for high values of R. Since radiation will tend
to decrease the difference between the wall and centerline temperatures, a higher
temperature gradient will exist at the wall, enhancing convective heat transfer.
4.15 "Molecular Gas Band Radiation in a Laminar or Turbulent Pipe Flow," |4.15|,
Wassel, Edwards, 1976
Wassel and Edwards in this paper account for the radiative interactions of a
nongray gas with convection for laminar and turbulent flow with a constant wall heat
flux condition. As in previous references [4.13] and {4.14J , the equation for
radiative heat flux is in terms of an axial band absorptance valid for the
exponential-
winged band model.
For hydrodynamically developed flow the governing energy equation is
PCPU^ ~ rf7L
"
? ^rJ rd< ^ (4.189)
with boundary conditions
T = Twatr = R (4.190)
3T/3r = 0atr = 0 (^191)
A fully developed temperature profile and constant
wall heat flux results in
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and
(-
<^ ^ a/y.
"
r*<V
(4.192)
(4.193)
Substituting the above relations (4.192) and (4.193) into equation (4.189) and integrat
ing with respect to r yields the following form of the energy equation:
Using the same techniques and nomenclature as expressed in reference |_^.13J , this
equation is then put into the following dimensionless form:
where q* is given by the negative of the r.h.s. of equation (4.171).
Wassel and Edwards also use the same two layer model to describe the eddy
diffusity of momentum, eM, distribution as developed in references J_4-19j and
4.120 . The turbulent Prandtl number Pr = ^yJ^K is assumed to be 0.9 and
constant across the pipe. The authors note that a radially varying ratio causes only
insignificant changes in the results.
The Nusselt numbers are referenced to the bulk temperature as follows (noting
that the radially outward component of heat flux, radiative and convective, is
considered positive here):
C2R _ -g c\T*vONC
= ~^TfW T* d71 ?pl
(4.196)
NoR
-
7VCTW-TB^
T* 0
71 -i
(1.197)
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The authors as in the previous reference U1'M also define a wall layer
transmissivity
^wt ~~
__-K4
~
-r H
which is similar to equation (4.186) for the case of internal heat generation. A: is as
defined in equation (4.187). After assuming a linearized variation of blackbody
intensity, equation (4.198) is valid for one band or a number of identical bands.
As in reference [4.14J > the Galerkin technique is used to solve the laminar
form of the energy equation (4.195) and an iterative technique is used to solve the
turbulent case. A logarithmic distribution of node points is placed from the wall and
the momentum equation is solved along with the eddy viscosity model to yield the
e*(n.) distribution. This is then used to solve the turbulent form of the energy
equation.
i I R
As in the previous reference (j^.l^J, the radiative Nusselt number Nu
increases linearly with N For the turbulent case, increasing the turbulent
Reynolds number causes significant increases in Nu for the same Nrm. Wassel and
Edwards state that this is due to a thinner boundary layer, and thus increased
trans-
mittance, resulting from increased
turbulence. For the transparent case with Nfm =
0 and Pr = 0.7, increased turbulent Reynolds number Rt improves convective heat
transfer sharply and the results of Wassel's
and Edward's investigation are in close
agreement with the following empirical formula:
Nuc
= 0.022
Pr0,6 Re0,8
The authors note, in a similar fashion to
previous investigators, e.g. Landram, Greif,
and Habib [4.4] , that for a given mass flow rate, that the difference between the
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wall and bulk temperatures will decrease with increase of radiative heat transfer and
TNu will increase.
For the laminar case, Wassel and Edwards find that the radiative Nusselt
number also increases linearly with Nrm. Convective heat flux, however, increases
substantially with Nfm which is different from the turbulent case. The authors state
that the increased net radiative heat flux "tends to isothermalize the core of a
laminar flow and thus steepens the temperature gradient near the wall . .
4.16 "Combined Radiation-Convection for a Real Gas," f4.16] , Nakra, Smith, 1977
This paper reports on the development of heat transfer solutions for a heated or
cooled absorbing-emitting gas using the zonal analysis of Hottel [4.28]. The inner
pipe surface is considered black and isothermal. Only uniform slug velocity profiles
are considered by the authors. Real gas radiative properties are developed by using
the "weighted sum of gray gases
model." The analysis is rather crude, considering the
specified slug flow profile, simple radiative property model for the gas, and espe
cially, the use of a superposed specified convective heat transfer coefficent
reminiscent of the analysis of Adrianov and Shorin [4.29J .
Consistent with the uniform velocity distribution, a uniform temperature
profile is assumed at each cross section. Axial surfaces at the inlet and exit of the
pipe are modeled as black porous disks at the specified inlet temerature and exit
temperature (or specified wall temperature), respectively. Mass flow and the
specific heat of the gas are assumed constant.
A volume zone is a cylindrical volume b units long and the full inside pipe
2
diameter as its diameter. An energy balance for a given volume zone V. = n D'b/4 is
k
*>
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4 ^OUTLET ^t ^-b^jOOTLtT L ^C e b J , I
4 rnCp(T,)..1-TvVKAs(\.-TO -O (4.199)
Similar to equation (4.1) developed by Einstein [4.F], the terms in the above equation
represent the following: The first term accounts for the radiative energy emitted by
all the pipe gas volume zones and absorbed by the volume zone i. GjGj is the directed
flux area from volume zone j to volume zone i. The second, third, and fourth terms
of equation (4.199) represent the radiative energy emitted by the black surfaces of
the pipe inner wall, pipe inlet, and pipe outlet that is absorbed by V. while the last
two terms represent axial change of sensible enthalpy of the gas and the convective
heat transfer to the adjacent pipe wall surface zone, respectively. Area zone A is
the pipe wall cylindrical surface slice of length b adjacent to each volume element V-
(also of length b).
Equation (4.199) is rewritten as
A
= O (*.200)
where Bo is the Boltzmann number, not dimensionless here,
Bo = mC /(aTc3) <*-201)
P s
and St is the Stanton number,
St = (*.202a)
and 6 = T/To <'202b>
An energy balance for the net heat flux for a given wall
surface zone A^. = A$ = nDb
is given as r ^ , , > H
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This equation is solved after an iterative solution determines the temperature of each
volume zone V. from equation (4.200).
Nakra and Smith use a weighted sum technique to account for the spectrally
dependent absorptive-emissive behavior of real gases. Gas emissivity is given by
and gas absorptivity by
S
= ', O",, TOC i - 6pC-kn ft V) ]
(4.204)
(4.205)
The pressure path length is given by pi and k is the pressure absorption coefficient
for the n gray gas component. The spectral nature of the radiative properties is
accounted for by the use of weighting factors a and a _ which give the fractional
amount of the black body energy that exists in the spectral band n (analogous to the
use of the Planck mean coefficient as a suitable gray absorption coefficient).
Pressure absorption coefficients equal to zero represent transparent bands and the
weighting factors, the authors state, must sum to one. The absorption coefficient of
equations (4.199) and (4.200) is given as (see [4.32] )
< = - ^>n^Te0 ^" p3 (4.206)
The absorption coefficient was developed for an equimolal mixture of carbon dioxide
and water vapor with a gas pressure of 0.22 atmosphere.
Nakra and Smith present axial temperature distributions with Boltzmann and
Stanton numbers, inlet gas temperatures, pipe wall temperatures, length to
diameter
ratios as parameters. The pipe diameter was selected as 0.6 mm. A reference
temperature of 560K was selected as a basis of the Boltzmann number. To account
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for the influence of radiative heat transfer on the convective heat transfer coef
ficient, the authors increase the standard values by about 10%.
The authors found that, as expected, gas temperature decreases monotonically
for the cooling gas case and increases monotonically for the heating gas case. For
small Boltzmann numbers, the specified Stanton number did not seem to appreciably
influence the axial gas temperature distribution. This indicates that for this condi
tion, radiative heat transfer was the predominant heat transfer mechanism.
4.17 Discussion and Recommendation for Further Work
The works reviewed in Section 4, references [4.1] through [4.16] , provide a
representative and fairly comprehensive compilation of the literature available on
the subject of radiative interactions of real molecular gases in flow through circular
tubes. Numerous Ph.D. dissertations are not included but many of these are reflected
in the published journal papers.
Interestingly, the first and final works reviewed use zonal analysis to effect
heat transfer solutions. Einstein \jt.{\ and Nakra and Smith [4.16] are thus able to
introduce radiative heat transfer effects due to the temperature gradient along the
pipe axis and also due to radiative
interchange'
with inlet and outlet surfaces. Desoto
[4.2] uses trapezoidal multiple integrations to calculate the radial and axial
components of radiative heat flux at a given axial position for the
circular pipe
geometry. Desoto states that the axial variation of
temperature has only a negligible
effect on the temperature distribution. Pearce and Emergy [4.8] consequently
consider only the radial variation of
temperature in developing values of the radial
component of radiation (neglecting the axial component) via a Gaussian
quadrature
technique.
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Most of the papers reviewed use formulations for the radial component of
radiative heat flux based on that of Kesten [4.3] which considers only the radial
variation of temperature. Chiba and Greif [4.I7] and Wassel and Edwards [4.I8]
note, however, that an error was made in (4.5] in arriving at that reference's
equation (27). Use of this equation is made in [4.5], [4.6], [4.7] , [4.9] , [4.I0] ,
and [4.11] . Per Wassel and Edwards [4.1|] , significant error will result for analyses
based on it except for the optically thick limit. Correct formulations are later used,
however, by Jeng, Lee, Dewitt [4. if] and Edwards and coworkers in [4.13] through
[4.15].
The absorption models used by the various authors ranged from the gray gas
approximation used by Einstein j_4.l] to the axial band absorptance formulation
developed by Edwards and coworkers [4.13] [*1^] > and [_4.15] . As numerous
authors state, for example, Pearce and Emery [4.8], and Sotak [_4.10] , the gray gas
approximation yields inaccurate results when applied to real molecular gases. Per
[4.10] , a gray gas model based on the Planck mean absorption coefficient evaluated
for each component of a mixture of gases (based on its partial pressure) gave results
that greatly over-estimated radiative effects.
The band absorptance correlation of Tien and Lowder [4.35J , equation (3.64),
was used extensively by the authors, specifically in |_4.6j , j_4.7] , \jf.9j , [4.11] , and
[4.li] , with solutions typically obtained for the optically thin and large path limits.
As per Tiwari [4.38] , the Tien and Lowder correlation should be used only for
moderate and high pressures with gases that can be characterized using the uniform
Elsasser narrow-band absorption model. Such a gas would be diatomic CO with a
single fundamental absorption band exhibiting a uniform distribution of spectral lines.
Noting that the optically thin limit is independent of the
absorption model used, the
use of equation (3.64) may result in substantial variations from the results at the
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large path limit and at intermediate path values received using other wide-band
absorptance correlations developed to characterize the more random spectral line
distribution of polyatomic gases. Such correlations would include that of Cess and
Tiwari [4.36J , equation (3.67), and Felski and Tien [4.37] . Since references [4.j ,
[4.I0] , [4.ll] , and [4.l|] do consider polyatomic gases such as C02, N-O, and
others, the use of these newer correlations would be appropriate for such analyses.
The box model (see sub-section 3.13), used by Pearce and Emery [4.8J to model
the absorption of CO, must also be used with caution. The authors note that this
model gives a significant improvement over a gray gas model but "cannot be applied
without modification to every gas or to arbitrarily large path lengths or
pressures."
Per Cess, Mighdoll, and Tiwari [4.39] , who used the box model for stagnant CO
contained between two infinite parallel black plates, the following was found: For
small values of & (the line structure parameter) occurring at low pressures, the box
model by neglecting line structure gave calculated centerline temperatures
significantly different from those calculated using a wide-band
absorptance
correlation. As expected, the box model agreed with the wide-band absorptance
correlation at the optically thin limit. At intermediate path lengths, there was
significant deviation even from the wide-band absorptance correlation evaluated for
high pressure (B * ) conditions. This was explained by the authors in that the box
model will underpredict the spectral absorption
coefficient at locations within the
spectral band with the result of yielding optically thin results at
greater path lengths
than the more realistic model. At the large path limit
significant deviation between
the two models will result since the box model
neglects the wings of the absorption
band (which yield a gradual transition from opacity to transparency)
which provide
most of the radiative heat transfer capability.
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Recommendations for further work would involve comparisons, for intermediate
path lengths and pressures, of temperature and heat flux distributions evaluated using
different wide-band absorptance correlations such as those of Tiwari and Cess
[4.36] , Felske and Tien [4.37] , the axial band absorptance of Edwards and
coworkers j^.lJ] , with these evaluated using that of Tien and Lowder [4.35J . Both
diatomic and polyatomic gases should be evaluated.
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